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Well, family and friends,
we got to do something with
this issue that we honestly
weren‘t sure we would ever
get to do ... we got to change
the volume number on our
masthead from 2 to 3, signi—
fying the start of Family &
Friends‘ third year of pub—
lishing. And, we‘re sure
there are those of you out
there who, in our humble
beginnings, thought we
would never last this long.
During these past two
years of publication, we‘ve
gotten to know several folks
in the g/l/b/t community,
people
we
probably
wouldn‘t have had the
chance to get to know so
well if it hadn‘t have been
for the magazine. Although
we would love to list every
one of you, we know the list
would be long and we cer—
tainly wouldn‘t want to
leave anyone out. So, take
comfort our friends, because
in your hearts, you know
who you are.
During these past two
years, we‘ve not only
watched the magazine
grow, but we‘ve watched
the Mid—South g/l1/b/t
community grow as well. A
really good example of this
growth is Emerald Theatre
Company, Memphis‘ only
dramatic venue for gay and
lesbian works. Two years
ago, we attended ETC‘s
production of Safe Sex on

opening night. While the
show was quite good, there
were but a handful of actors
and not many more folks in
the audience. On March 24,
we attended the opening
night performance of The
Boys In The Band. This show
not only marked the begin—
ning of ETC‘s fourth sea—
son, but it also marked the
very first sold—out crowd at
ETC — way to go Hal and
Den, you‘ve come along
way, baby!
We‘ve also watched the
leaders of Memphis Pride
Inc. come and go, and every
time the leadership has
changed, the board seems to
have taken on a new level of
maturity, evidence by MPI‘s
lineup of activities for the
coming year.
We‘ve seen people like
Ben Mendoza and Michael
Moore mature and move
into positions of leadership
in the Memphis g/l/b/t
community, and we‘ve seen
new groups, like the Mystic
‘Krewe of Memphis United,
organize and become fix—
tures in the community.
We‘ve watched the mem—
bers of the Memphis g/l1/b/
t community give of their
hearts and wallets like never
before, as evidenced by the
more frequently held suc—
cessful fundraisers by
groups like Mystic Krewe of
Aphrodite, and the toys so
lovingly given to "Sheila‘s

kids" at Loving Arms this
past Christmas.
The progress the Mem—
phis g/l/b/t community
has made during the past
two years may not be that
blatant and evident to those
who don‘t actively keep a
finger on its pulse like a .
magazine does, but trust us,
you are making progress.
So, as Family & Friends
gets ready to blow out the
candles on its birthday cake
this month, the only birth—
day wish we want to make
is for continued progress,
not only progress towards
unity, but towards recogni—
tion of equal rights for all
gay, lesbian, bisexual and
transgender persons every—
where. Oh, and a cure for
AIDS would be a great
added surprise.
Thanks Memphis, for
helping us make it to our
third year, because without
you, we wouldn‘t be here.
0oo
Just an update on Family
& Friends‘ nomination in the
Vice Versa Awards‘ Best New
Publication of 1998 category
.. although the announce—
ment of the winner (there are
only three nominees) has
been rescheduled about
three times, we are told the
official announcement will
be made later this month at
an awards ceremony in
Washington, D.C. We‘ve got
our fingers crossed!!
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céonT@IRUTING wRITER
Although Juliet Draper has a hot, new CD single burn—
ing up the radio airwaves across the country and Europe,
she is only half of what Family & Friends found to be a dy—
namite partnership. The other half is Pamela Jones. And
together, they are two of the strongest, most level—headed
and talented women we may ever meet.
But Juliet and Pamela are more than just business part—
ners (the CD was released by their own record label, Rogue
Amazon), they are partners in life, as well.
Juliet was born in Cleveland,
Ohio, and was raised in what she
calls "your basic ‘All—American‘
middle class experience," complete
with one younger sister.
"Both of my parents worked,"
she told Family & Friends. "There
were guitar lessons, Tae Kwon Do
lessons and Disney World vaca—
tions. We also had a touch of that
Southern flavor sprinkled in. Lot‘s
of church activities (choir, vacation
Bible school, etc.). Both sets of
grandparents were alive and active
in church leadership." Both of her
grandfathers were elders and both
grandmothers were Sunday school
teachers. Her mom directed the
youth choir and taught Sunday School while her dad re—
mains a deacon to this day.
"Although I felt challenged by the strictness of the church
doctrine, I enjoyed the social interactions and the opportu—
nity to perform at an early age," the 32—year old Juliet con—
tinued. "Let‘s not forget the awesome soul food that was
and remains such a big part of the whole church social scene."
Like Juliet, Pamela, 46, also had a Christian upbringing.
She was born in Ithaca, N.Y. of Jamaican parents, but was
raised in Spanish Town, Jamaica, W.L.
"I grew up in the Pentecostal church, if that tells you
anything," Pamela began. "My father is a Pentecostal dis—
trict elder, and both my brothers are Pentecostal ministers.
My great uncle, who raised me, was a Pentecostal bishop
and bishop of the PAW in Jamaica. Looking back, I would
say the church had all the restrictions of Catholicism mixed
with the superstitions and rituals of tribal religions.
"I spent the first 11 years in Jamaica and then came to live
with my parents and siblings in Syracuse, N.Y., where my
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dad has his church," Pamela continued. "Our life consisted
of going to church, school and home. We were allowed to do
sports, but that was pretty much it. Yet, as you know, the
same things go on in church as anywhere else, so we man—
aged to get into sex at an early age, alcohol and drugs. I think
the church provided me some kind of boundary."
While neither of these women like labels, they are lov—
ers and life partners. But, if they are forced to identify them—
selves, Pamela chooses the word "bisexual" while Juliet‘s
answer strays away from sexual stereotypes.
"If I am forced to define myself, then I call myself bi—
sexual, even though that is uncomfortable for many in the
gay community," Pamela said. "I prefer no labels, since I
believe labels are for politics and
they only categorize and separate
us from each other. So, I call my—
self many things, depending on
the circumstances, some of them
even politically incorrect."
"Our company name says it all,
Rogue Amazon," Juliet said de—
scribing both she and Pamela. "I
think it‘s an accurate description
of our physical and mental social
selves. ‘Rogue‘ because we go our
own way. ‘Amazon‘ because we
have what it takes to get there."
No matter what labels they do
or do not attach to themselves, the
fact remains that they are two
women who love each other. In
other words, they are gay, and it didn‘t happen overnight.
Each admits it was during the beginning of puberty that
they noticed their same—sex attractions.
"TI‘d say around 13 or so," Juliet said recalling when she
first realized she was gay. "For some strange reason I didn‘t
get the whole ‘Isn‘t he cute?‘ thing. I was always thinking
to myself, ‘Who cares what he looks like. He‘s slow and
has a lousy jump shot!‘ Or maybe that was just me being a
jock. Anyway, I was always having these intense crushes
on girls and was upset whenever their boyfriends got the
attention I thought I deserved. Let‘s not forget the fact that
I felt tortured in dresses because I wasn‘t allowed to play
football while wearing one — or at least I better not get
caught playing football while wearing the Sunday best.
After a bit, I put two and two together and voila."
Pamela noticed her attraction to women at an early age, too.
"I first noticed my attraction for women at around 12
See Rogue Amazon page 7
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from page 6
years old, but I was also extremely attracted to men,"
dissolved in February of the next year and we got involved.
Pamela recalled. "I considered myself around 80 percent
Her relationship ended when she told her lover about me.
attracted to men and 20 percent attracted to women until I
I was shocked it all came about. But I think she had the
met Lisa in 1988. Until that time, I had a few drunken en—
plan all along."
counters with women and added it all up to that. I fell hard
What makes their relationships, both business and per—
for her (Lisa) and knew it was time to explore this other
sonal, work is their individual diversity. For example, when
aspect of myself. When our
asked what they call each
relationship crumbled, I was
other, one gives a serious an—
confused about whether I
swer, while the other takes
wanted to continue to be
a more humorous approach.
with women or go back to
"T introduce her (Juliet) as
being with men. Then, Juliet
my wife, my spouse, my
came into my life, and she is
partner, depending on the
the perfect combination of
circumstances," Pamela said.
both sexes, as far as I‘m con—
"I don‘t introduce her as my
cerned, and here we are
lover because that has too
seven years later."
casual and temporary a feel
(6s MELINDA MeSPARRIN
These two women met in
for two people who have
cONTRRUTIWNG wRITER
1992, at an Unitarian church.
been sharing a joint checking
account for six years."
Juliet answered, "Pam,
sweetheart, baby, sugie pie
bunny hunch. Oh, you mean
in the world? Well, when in—
troducing her I generally say
‘my lovely‘ or ‘my sweetie.‘
At one point I thought about
something like, ‘Here ye, here
ye, her majesty and royal | —
highness Queen Pamela ap—
proaches.‘ Unfortunately, it
was taking too long to get out — f
in one breath."
Another example of the
individuality is the fact they
don‘t buy into the ‘butch—
femme‘ stereotype of lesbian
relationships, even though,
at first glance, Juliet can eas—
ily be mistaken for a man.
"The point we want to
make is that looks can be
deceiving," Juliet said.
"Juliet LOOKS tough. Pam
IS tough. Juliet does the
laundry and groceries; Pam
does the bills and business
stuff. Juliet mows the lawn;
Pam designs the landscap—

A‘L-val‘éiﬂ;

"I was there for an
Amendment 2 political rally,
and she (Juliet) was there for
a12—step meeting," Pamela
remembered. "As usual, I
was the only black person in
the room and I was sitting
with my first girlfriend, who
was white by the way. For
no reason except that Juliet
was probably burning a hole
through the back of my
head, I turned around and
there she was in all her an—
drogyny (Juliet recalled Pam
turning around and "flash—
ing that million dollar
smile"). After the rally, we
spoke and I gave her my
business card and asked her
to stop by my body care
products store sometime.
She stopped by (the very
next day, according to Juliet)
and we talked for hours. I
liked her a lot as a friend and
really didn‘t allow myself to
think beyond friendship be—
cause we were both in—
volved and committed to
our relationships at the time.
My five—year relationship

See Rogue page 10
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Rogue Amazon
from page 7

ing. Pam measures twice; Juliet cuts once."
"Our experience of lesbian couples is that
they share both nurture and conquer quali—
ties and that makes it possible for each to be
comfortable in a wider variety of roles,"
Pamela added.
One thing we discovered Pamela is pas—
sionate about is other gays and lesbians who
refuse to "come out."
"I have particular impatience for those
© who remain in the closet, especially around
fear of disapproval and fear of financial
f loss,” Juliet began. "First and foremost, the

‘ closet slows down the movement. It puts
! some people on the front lines taking all the
/ hits while others hide in the shadows wait—
— ing for a safe time to come out. As a black Pamela, right, admires her life and business partner, Juliet, while she sings.
and gay person, I can say there will never é
{ « be a safe time to come out, there will never
is a firefighter.
‘* be a time when we receive mass approval so we just need
and com—
"Two of my favorite things to do are work out
even
and
out
coming
—! to do it and take the hits. Through
depart,
fire
year,
"Each
explained.
sports," Juliet
© having doors shut to us, we will then discover creative ways petitive
what
in
compete
Canada
and
U.S.
the
over
from all
to make our living and lead our lives. Our personal experi— ments
The
sports.‘
in
minutes
two
toughest
‘the
been called
ence has been that we don‘t apologize, we don‘t explain, has
event that con—
sporting
a
is
Challenge
Combat
we just live our rights and we have received a wide range Firefighter
of five fire—related tasks that simulate whatfirefighters
of support from the most unexpected places. We don‘t ex— sists
example,
be called to do on the scene of a fire. For
pect people to understand us, to embrace us or anything could
bundles
carrying
building
five—story
a
of
top
the
to
running
else, we don‘t take their reactions personally, either."
holes in the roof of a burning build—
chopping
or
hose,
of
Both Juliet and Pamela say they receive the most stress from
safety. All of
ing. Maybe even dragging a victim of fire to
being African—American, rather than from being lesbians.
more, are done non—stop in succes—
two
plus
events,
these
"Our town (Colorado Springs, Colo.) is 80 percent—plus
He and she that completes the tasks in the least amount
white," Juliet began. "Needless to say, people see us coming sion.
of
wins. Through a lot of hard training and support
time
of
a mile away. Therefore, we get the racial drama first. Let me
and fire, I was able to become
immediate
both
families,
my
also say that black folks aren‘t thrilled to have to deal with
events
‘baddest fire chick in the world.‘ My time for the
the whole gay issue, either. Particularly when we are clear the
seconds shy of a new world record." (For
six
only
2:34,
was
about our relationship as business AND life partners, even
and a clearer visual of " the challenge,"
when the newspapers or the mayor is asking. Most people more information
at www
website
their
out
check
come to realize though that we still have to do laundry, go to
Juliet likes to work out, compete in sports and
While
else.
the gym, pay taxes and go to work, just like everybody
cook, work—
fight fires, Pamela said she loves to garden, sew,
Kinda demystifies the whole concept of ‘lifestyle."
her 16—
includes
time with her family, which
"Our stresses are 90 percent of the time from being black, out and spend
mother
her
with
lives
year—old daughter, Chantelle, who
mostly because people don‘t know or assume we are gay
&
and her father part—time.
part—time
Pamela
us,"
from a block away or even in daily contact with
said,
Pamela
Master,"
Zen
my
"I like to call Chantelle
added. "In the 100—year history of our fire department, Juliet
My
me.
disciplined
has
mother
"because being her
was the first black and the first female to be captain of her
so not
guy,
Polish
blue—eyed
blonde,
a
is
daughter‘s father
class. Unfortunately, our situation does not change when we
is common to her. I
being from a part of the mainstream
is
y
communit
g/1/b/t
are around gay people, because our
a lesbian mother)
being
(of
part
challenging
guess the most
as prejudiced, sexist and classist as the community at large."
the painful parts
from
children
our
shield
to
is that we want
And yes, you read it right, Juliet, whose hobbies include
working out, lifting weights and eating ("Pam will tell you,
See Rogue page 12
the way to a girl‘s heart is through her stomach," Juliet said.)
f
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It is springtime all around us, time to get out and enjoy
our community.
Our community started the ball rolling last month with
the MYSTIC KREWE OF MU‘S Mardi Gras Ball, a first—time
event, that not only was attended by hundreds of our fam—
ily and friends all in black—tie formal, but raised almost
$3,000 to be split evenly between FRIENDS FOR LIFE and
LOVING ARMS. Check out the Family Albums on page 38
and 39 to see some of the folks enjoying the party.
This was followed by the ST. PATRICK‘S INVITA—
TIONAL TOURNAMENT. This annual sporting event,
sponsored by the BROTHERS AND SISTERS BOWLING
LEAGUE brings folks into Memphis from all over the coun—
try. Look on page 40 for a run—down of the top scorers.
The opening night performance of THE BOYS IN THE
BAND was nothing less than wonderful. This well—ac—
claimed, gay—themed drama was brought to the stage by
EMERALD THEATRE COMPANY March 24, to ETC‘s first
sold—out performance. Shows are set for the weekend of
March 31, April 1 and 2, at 8 p.m, and housed at
Theatreworks in Overton Square. We understand that tick—
ets are selling fast and furious. Try not to miss it! We heard
the April 1 performance is already SOLD—OUT!
By the way, all you creative and artistic folks out there,
we have included in this month‘s issue several opportuni—
ties to submit your work for review and competition. The
ARTS IN THE PARK festival, set for this fall, is looking for
entries of all types of art and photography (see About
Town). One group in Calgary, Ontario, Canada, is seeking
submissions of films and videos for their FAIRY TALES 2000
competition (see page 23).
And Emerald Theatre
Company is sponsoring the
SECOND ANNUAL GAY
AND LESBIAN PLAY—
WRIGHT COMPETITION
asking for one—act plays
and monologues; winners‘
works will be produced on
stage during Pride Week
(see page 12).
Speaking of Pride
Week, April begins the
warm—up and preparation
for this annual June event
where the Memphis and
Mid—South g/l/b/t com—
munity takes it to the
streets and celebrates our
rainbow of diversities.
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One way to get into the spirit is to attend the SPRING
PICNIC. Memphis Pride Inc. has moved the spring picnic
to OVERTON PARK in the pavilion this year. On Sunday,
April 15, pack the picnic baskets and coolers and head for
the shade of the great oaks and enjoy the company of fam—
ily and friends. Or you can just bring your billfold and buy
unch there. The picnic begins at noon and lasts all day.
The MEMPHIS PRIDE AWARDS will be presented at
the picnic. There is still time to submit your favorites. See
page 51 for a ballot.
MEMPHIS PRIDE INC. has a big job ahead of them as
they produce the parade and festival. They have already
begun raising money to finance the parade and festival.
Besides the concessions to be sold at the spring picnic,
METRO raised about $800 for them last month and
APHRODITE plans a show on April 16 at Madison Flame
for their benefit.
THE MEMPHIS GAY AND LESBIAN COMMUNITY
CENTER is hosting its annualfilm festival, known as the
TWINKIE MUSEUM, April 21 to 23. Family & Friends is
proud to join with BGALA and Malco Theatres in sponsor—
ing this annual free event. Check out page 34 for details.
THE BLUFF CITY SOFTBALL SPORTS ASSOCIATION
leagues will take to the diamond beginning this month. Slots
are still open for players. See page 40 for more.
Congratulations to CAROL PLUNK on her nomination
for the 15th annual Premier Player Newcomer of the Year
Award. The Premier Player Awards are the Memphis ver—
sion of the Grammys. This black tie affair was held at the
Pyramid on March 30. Plunk was among many Memphis
notables performing on stage, including Carla Thomas,
Rufus Thomas, Michael McDonald, Mavis Staples, The
BarKays, Fingers Taylor, Kevin Paige, Big Ass Truck and
See Bulletin, page 37
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I grew up. We felt that because of my unique look and
sound, we‘d be better off doing our own thing. So again,
we took a chance and voila."
"I was the executive producer," Pamela chimed in. "The
one who finds the money, the talent and makes it all come
together ... a.k.a., the BOSS."
You‘re probably thinking to yourself why these two
women would "need a man," right?
"We were told it would be great to do a cover tune and
it was just a natural for me to do a Grace Jones song, espe—
cially one that was such a part of the gay community,"
Pamela said. "I also wanted to bridge the gap in our com—
munity between gay and lesbian music. I hope we have
succeeded. We pissed some lesbians off at our pride pa—
rade who would not buy a CD that said ‘I Need A Man.‘ I
say, ‘She doth protest too much.""
Juliet explains that the choice was also a natural one,
but for different reasons.
"We picked this song as a tribute to Pam‘s sister, Grace,"
Juliet said. "Since I was 17, people have been making the
comparison between us. Also, the song isn‘t necessarily
about ‘a man,‘ per se, but about need. One could replace
the word ‘man‘ with ‘car, job‘ or anything. We think the
song could be about looking outside for something that‘s
missing inside."
If all this wasn‘t enough to keep them busy, Pamela
and Juliet plan to start shooting on their screenplay,
Camille‘s Magic.
"Before the music thing happened, we were developing
a screenplay called Camille‘s Magic, to be filmed in late 2001
or early 2002," Pamela said. "We are gonna start focusing
on that again. It is a love triangle between two white women
and a black woman and the issues this brings up for each
person. We are very excited about it."
Family & Friends wishes Pamela and Juliet much suc—
cess with their future endeavors, whether they be film—
or music—related. And you can bet, we‘ll be right there
when they happen.

FUDGE + NIOXIN — PAUL MITCHELL — SEBASTIAN

DRAIN
cOMPANVs
"takin‘

care
since

Dare

of business"
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‘TOTAL HAIR & NAIL CARE «
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aren

of life and we cannot do that. Surprisingly, no one has con—
fronted our daughter about having a gay mother, even
though it has been in the newspaper. I guess I cannot really
saybeing gay has presented any additional challenges, out—
side of the apprehension she has about being accepted. I
think she is more careful about the people she lets into her
life. She takes the time to get to know them before bringing
them home. To me, that is a wise way to live, no matter
— what. If her friends have any issues with it, they have never
—> asked her or mentioned it to her and that is pretty much
© | the same way people are with us here."
In addition to all she does, Pamela also has just placed
‘her body care products online (www.bestlotion.com), and
‘is a certified massage therapist.: She‘s also done some per—
+ sonal training.
f
For those who think Pamela looks a little familiar,
© you‘re somewhat correct. She‘s got that "famous Jones‘
< / forehead," the one most everyone associates with her
</ older sister, Grace Jones.
"I come from a very successful family, so I have always
— been introduced as someone‘s sister," Pamela said of grow—
ing up in the shadow of her famous sister. "As an adoles—
cent, she got all the boys and all the attention. It was very
painful for me then to be the nerdy bookworm. Now, I con—
sider it a gift, because it forced me to go inside and find my
own identity and my own beauty."
Of course, being Grace‘s sister also came in handy when
the pair started discussing what songs to include on Juliet‘s
CD. In addition to several versions of "Rogue Amazon,"
Juliet also recorded a cover of Grace‘s "I Need A Man."
"The CD is a five—track single that includes both radio
friendly and house versions of the Grace Jones hit of the
‘70s, ‘I Need A Man.‘ There are also a couple of ‘Euro—pop‘
versions of our very own theme song, ‘Rogue Amazon,"
Juliet explained. "The main reason we did this whole thing
was because I thought that I wanted to be a pop star when
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On Feb. 20, the New Daisy Theatre
was packed. The Memphis Jazz Or—
chestra spanned the stage with Rene
Koopman on the glistening black pi—
ano. Leon Griffin took the mic and,
in his deep baritone voice, this Wiz—
ard of MemphOz led us in our jour—
ney down memory lane in honor of
Judy Garland.
"The Rainbow Comes to MemphOz
Tennessee" netted approximately
$41,000 for Friends For Life Aloysius
Home and AIDS Resource Center
(FFL), according to FFL Fundraising
Coordinator Butch Valentine. More
than 400 attended paying between
$100 and $250 each for their seats.
Original paintings, resembling classic
Garland photos, hung across the stage,
reminding us of the guest of honor.
They were later auctioned off.
The Wizard of MemphOz en—
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$41,000

lightened us about Garland and her
life as he introduced each hand—
picked song.
Debbie Kines opened with the clas—
sic Garland tune, "Over the Rain—
bow." Sandra Bray, complete with
raggedy pants and painted smile, put
a smile on everyone‘s face with "Be A
Clown." Gary Johns, with his wonder—
ful base voice, a mix of Robert Palmer
and David Johansen, impressed ev—
eryone with "Make Someone Happy."
Susan Marshall took the mic next with
"You Made Me Love You." Teresa Pate
followed with "Come on Get Happy"
and Gary Johns joined Jackie Johnson
in the "St. Louis Blues." Susan
Marshall received a standing ovation
for her rendition of "Come Rain or
Come Shine."
Teresa Pate then sang "The Man
That Got Away" from A Star is Born.

for

FFL

The duo of Chris Hudson and Doug
Saleeby reminded us of Vaudeville
days with "I Love This Piano." Ten
more songs followed, performed as
solos and duets.
Although the other performances
were of the big band, jazz flavor, Jackie
Johnson stopped the show with her
reprise of "Over the Rainbow," deliv—
ered with so much beauty and soul she
sent chills up everyone‘s spines. The
crowd rose to their feet and an encore
was demanded.
Afterwards, Alfreds on Beale hosted
a champagne reception. The Thomas
White Combo played soft jazz as
people milled about and tasted of the
hors d‘eouves.
This tribute to Judy Garland was
the Third Annual Fabulous February
Concert. Next year, Etta James will
be the honoree.
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Melissa Etheridge
Ellen DeGeneres
Whoopi Goldberg
Anne Heche

Kristen Johnston
Nathan Lane
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George Michael
Pet Shop Boys
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2000
RFK STADIUM

WASHINGTON, DC

Additional major artists to be announced, and are subject to change.

PlanetOut.com
diamond sponsor

TcKe¥
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FOR TICKETS CALL:
1—800—551—SEAT (OutsideWashington, DC)
202—432—SEAT (Washington, DC)
s
OUT ## us arrway
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www.ticketmaster.com
Mail
National
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»
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Join us at the Millennium March on Washington Sunday, April
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ysteries of Egypt at IMAX
Take a trip to theValley oftheNile and unlock some of
ancientEgypt‘ssecretsinMysteriesofEgypt,thefeaturefilm
intheUnionPlantersIMAXTheatrenowthroughJune30.
The film is the first IMAX feature ad—
venturefromNationalGeographic,andit
new
53°:
nes
reveals
many
ofthewonders
ofthe
Nile.
NationalGeographiccapturedbreathtak—
ing aerial
shots
ofthetheaudience
pyramidsintimate
and the
Nile,
and
gives
viewsofthepharaohs‘treasuresandthe
Sphinx.
"Large—format
film togivesshowus Egypt
an in—
credible
opportunity
like
neverbefore,"
said Tim Kelly,
president,
NationalGeographic
Tele—as
vision.
"Mysteries
ofEgypt
will
be
gripping
as itis unique."
Legendaryscreenactorandnative
Egyptian Omar Sharif (Lawrence ofArabia, Doctor Zhivago)
narratesandplaysagrandfatherenchantinghisgranddaugh—
ter,playedbyKateMaberly(TheSecretGarden),withawon—
derfulstoryofpharaohs,
tombsofandKingtreasures.
Sharif
recounts
the
story
Tutankhamun,
the
youngpharaohwho
diedinhis
teens
andwas
entombed
inKingtheTutValleywasofprepared
the Kings.forTheburial
film reenacts
how
youngby
and
the
afterlife
Egyptian
and hisby British
tomb hidden
for centu—in
ries until ithighwaspriests,
discovered
archaeologists
Unlock

the

192 . Viewersw
itheValleyo
l journeyalongtheN
ile, theworld‘s
longestr
i
v
e
r
,
t
o
f
theKings,andultimately
to theshadowychamberso
f KingTutankhamun‘stomb
withiWitnessanever—before—seenp
ts long—hiddens
ecrets. erspective
ovatingont
f this anciehnetgliaanndt,IMAXs
whichicrsetrnu.lAward—
y capti—
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Admission is $6 for adults, $5.50 for

_ ;>

seniors and $4.50 for children (three

>|:

to 12). Special price combinations,
from $6 to $11, are also available in—
|||

Palace Museum and the Sharpe

|;—

Mysteries of Egypt is shown sev—

eral times a day Monday through

Sunday. The Union Planters IMAX Theatre is located in the
Pink Palace Museum, 3050 Central Avenue. Please call (901)
763—IMAX for more information.

_ $

—
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cluding the IMAX theatre, the Pink

Services of Union
A once—in—a—lifetime event
needs a

The
golden
funeral
mask
of
the
boy
Tdiscovered
u tan khinam1922,king,
un,in
King Tut‘s tomb
in canthe
Valleyofthe
Kings,
beseen
in Mysteriesof
Egypt,
the
feature
film
in
the
Union
Planters
IMAX Theatre
Pink Palace
through
June 30,at thewithMemphis
limited showings
July Museum
1—Oct. 13.now
. .
h
s

once—in—a—lifetime setting

Your Service of Union
can be scheduled at

First Congregational Church
an historic Central Gardens sanctuary
located at the corner of
Eastmoreland and South Watkins

a .

Call (901) 278—6786. extension 3

1
|
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Makepla

ns to join

in their 1st Variety show of the
_
New Millennium

Sunday, April 16, 2000
Madison Flame
8:30 p.m.
$3.00 donationat the door
All proceeds to
f

benefit

Memphis Pride

Ifyou are unable to attend
donations may be mailed to
3430 Summer Ave.
Memphis, TN

Visit Aphrodite website at www.geocities.comwellesley/2999

38122
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APRIL FOQLS FOLLIES
SATURDAY APRIL 157
SHOWTIME

— MiDNiGHT

TE OUR ONE—YEAR ANNIVERSARY
AT THE NORTHVIEW LOCATION
SATURDAY, APRIL 1S5TH

Located at

BEER SPECIALS ALL NITE TO HELP YOU GET OVER

3911 Northview Drive off

THE ‘TRS BLUES"

Meadowbrook Rd. in Jackson, MS

HOURS

Friday & Saturday, 9 p.m. until ?

(601) 982—JACK (5225)
(South on 1—55 exit 100 or North on 1—55 exit 99)

YOU MUST BE 21 with valid ID to enter

Jack‘s

Construction

Site

425 N. Mart Plaza, Jackson, MS
(601) 362—3108

OPEN 7 DAYS AT 5 P.M.

BEER BUST
every Wednesday & Sunday

DIRECTIONS: Off 1—55, go west on
Meadowbrook Road, turn right on N. State
Street, then first right on N. Mart Plaza

"It‘s

Easy ‘I'o Have Fun At JC‘s"

sab
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Memphis Botanic Gar

Annual

Spring

Plant

plant sale,
Memphis Botanic Garden‘s Annual spring
and Sat—
14,
"Back to Our Roots," will be held Friday, April
y, April
Sunda
on
urday, April 15, from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. and

Sale

Tenisha Cassidine was
crowned Ms. Gay Missouri
USofA in Cape Girardeux,
Mo., on Feb. 19. She will
continue to the Ms. Gay
USofA pageant in Dallas May
21 to 26. Cassidine also was
in Missouri in March to hand
over her title of Ms. Gay
Heartland USofA 1999, to the
new reigning queen for 2000.

Deborah K.

K
GE

TI

slated

ation or
please call (901) 685—1566, ext. 108 for more inform
at 750
d
locate
is
n
Garde
c
reservations. Memphis Botani
Park.
Cherry Road in Audubon

16, from 1 to 4 p.m.
plants
Back for its 25th year, this is a place to find just the
dered
Consi
.
garden
or
to bring out the best in your yard
eds
hundr
be
will
there
the Mid—South‘s largest plant sale,
tested
lly
specia
all
from,
e
of thousands of plants to choos
extensive
to grow well in the Mid—South. There will be an
d ge—
scente
,
hostas
vines,
s,
array of perennials and annual
ry
count
trees,
roses,
owers,
raniums, salvia, ferns, wildfl
more.
much
much,
and
ories
access
garden plants, garden
gar—
There is free admission to the plant sale and to the
§
f
hours.
den during the sale
pre—
a
eges,
privil
pick
first
get
to
ng
wanti
And for those
to 8 p.m.
view party is set for Thursday, April 13, from 5
ils,
cockta
enjoy
to
you
entitle
each,
$25
of
cost
Tickets, at a
d, so
limite
are
s
Ticket
t.
ainmen
entert
and
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Brooks

Attorney at Law

E

162 Stateline Road West
Southaven, MS 38654
393—7004 » 393—7022 Fax
— Same—Day Service
— Custom Stamps
— Daters

200 Jefferson Ave.

— Engraving
.

Suite 975

— Name Badges
Memphis, Tennessee

— Vinyl Signs
— Desk & Door Signs

38103

— Signature Stamps

901—529—8888
_/

/
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David Mamet digs up more emo—
tional landscape in The Old Neighbor—
hood, his latest Broadway play, on stage
now through April 16 at The Little
Theatre at Theatre Memphis, 630
Perkins Extended.
This trio of short plays takes a dark
trip down memory lane for lead char—
acter Bobby Gould, who returns to his
old Chicago neighborhood to visit with
former friends and relatives with
whom he has lost touch. In "The Dis—
appearance of the Jews," Bobby remi—
nisces with an old high school friend
about old flames. In "Jolly" we meet
Bobby‘s sister, who is unable to let go
of the past. In "Deeny," Bobby has a
rendezvous with an old girlfriend. The
interplay between Bobby and these
characters reveals how fragmented

2
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Old Neighborhood to

and alienated people
— even friends and
family — can become.
The Old Neighbor—
hood is directed by
Leigh Ann Evans and
the cast includes Jeff
Godsey as Bobby
Gould, Drue Neel
Glauber as Deeny,
Jen Wood—Bowien as
Jolly, Keith Dodge as
Joey and Chris Hart
as Carl.
Showtimes are
7:30 p.m. on Thurs—
days, 8 p.m. on Fri—

Appearing in TM‘s production of The Old Neighborhood
are, from left, Jeff Godsey as "Bobby Gould" and Keith
Dodge as "Joey." Photo by Steve Roberts

days and Saturdays and 2 p.m. on Sun—
days. Tickets are $11 for adults and $10
for youth.

Serving cour

life

For more information, please call
(901) 682—8323.

Living Word

Community
Christian

Church

gor 10 gears!
Rbease

call
J. Kyle Dearen

me wheu gou

Pastor

are ready to
sell

or

to

garchaee

Steve Solomon

340 N. Garland

a

Memphis, TW 38104
Phone (901) 276—0577

home. I waut to be your neal ec—
fZfate counectiou .

‘Taakes!
l la
[NQ sunncosmasowece
ReaLTOn®
Ls
Sunday Morning

SOWELL & COMPANY +
eS
STEVE SOLOMON

10 am.

Sunday Evening

6 p.m.

Webnesdbay Evening

7 p.m.

Broker
Office (901) 278—4380
Residence (901) 363—1060
54 S. Cooper « Memphis, TN 38104
e—mail: Stevenc1 @aol.com

Join us for worship
as we share in His Love!
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Circuit

2

in Swingtime

Swing is hot and Circuit Playhouse has got the
swingingest show around!
Get ready to jump, jive and wail with the girls from the
Hollywood Canteen in Swingtime Canteen, which is on stage
April 14 through May 14.
Set during the Christmas of 1944, Swingtime Canteen cen—
ters on an all—girl musical group ready to do its part in the

April 2000
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Canteen

war effort to serenade the homesick troops. This hilarious
tune—filled treat features more than 30—big band arrange—
ments of vintage, ‘40s hits including a fast—paced Andrews
Sisters medley, "Sentimental Journey" and the rousing "Ac—
cent—tchu—ate the Positive."
Based on the book by Linda Thorsen

Bond, William

Repicci and Charles Busch, this production is directed by
Michael Duggin.
The performance by Carla McDonald as Marian is not

ng

Heal {state OReeds Since 1974.

to be missed! The cast is rounded outwith Lisa McCormick
as Lilly, Marybeth Gorman as Katie, Sally Kroeker as Jo
and Linda Lockwood as Topeka.

SOWELL & COMPANY
— B % Pov A « Loe Toe O + f + §

Showtimes are 8 p.m. on Friday and Saturday and 2 p.m.
4’

on Sunday. However, there will be an additional show on
Saturday, April 15, at 2 p.m. and there will be no show on
Sunday, April 23. Pay—What—You—Can

x

(gor) 278 4380 http] Ismveltandco com/

nghtis Thursday,

April 20, at 8 p.m.
Tickets are $14 for adults, $12 for seniors and $10 for
students, military and children.
For more information or reservations, please gall the box
office at (901) 726—4656. Circuit Playhouse is located at 1705
Poplar Avenue.

WEBSITE: www.people.memphis.edu/~bgala
VOICE MAIL: (901) 678—5719

BGALA
STUDENTS FOR BI—SEXUAL, GAY,
AND LESBIAN AWARENESS
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Wynonna to bring her music to
Wynonna‘s emotions are surging powerfully as she faces
the new millennium. The woman once dubbed "the voice
of her generation" has burst into 2000, with a torrent of
unleashed creativity that is expressed on New Day Dawn—
ing, her debut album for Mercury /Curb. The collection, her
fifth solo release, marks the first time she has produced her
own music.
Wynonna will showcase her new single, "Can‘t Nobody
Love You (Like 1 Do)," along with
other recognizable hits when she
takes the River Palace Arena stage
at Sam‘s Town Hotel & Gambling
Hall on Friday, April 21, at 9 p.m.
"I like good grooves. I drive a
lot, so I‘ve ‘road tested‘ these
tunes for months," country singer
Wynonna Judd said of her new—
est CD release, New Day Dawning.
"And I‘m here to tell you that this
is good cruising music. Some—
times I feel that in the car is when
I do some of my best listening. I‘m
~>
sure a lot of people do, too. It‘s like
Wynonna
your sacred time."
Her renowned voice has never sounded as full—bodied
and multi—textured as it does on the new CD. That is the
result of shifting her priorities, concentrating on the cre—
ative process and taking a long look inward, she said.
"I don‘t know if it‘s giving birth, getting divorced, re—
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Sam‘s Town

uniting with my mother, or all of the above. I‘m just deeper,"
the singer explained. "I feel like I have survived the music
business and the changes in my personal life. I feel so con—
fident and I think it shows in the singing on this record
(New Day Dawning). I go through my ups and downs like
anybody else, but for the most part I just feel on fire again."
"I‘ve Got Your Love" and "Lost Without You" exude
Southern soul; "New Day Dawning" and "I Can‘t Wait To
Meet You" shimmer with gospel fervor. From rockers like
"Chain Reaction" and "He Rocks," to Nashville ballads like
"Can‘t Nobody Love You (Like I Do)" and "Learning To
Live With Love Again," New Day Dawning is an album that‘s
a tapestry of sonic colors.
In addition, Wynonna soars into her soprano range in a
reworking of Joni Mitchell‘s "Help Me" and gets into her
R&B growl for a version of The Fabulous Thunderbirds‘
classic "Tuff Enuff."
Tickets to see Wynonna are $37 and $32 and are avail—
able at the River Palace Arena Box Office, TicketMaster lo—
cations, online at www.samstowntunica.com or can be
charged by telephone at (800) 456—0711.

BOGIE‘S

DELICATESSEN
2098 LaSalle
Memphis, TN 38104
(901) 272—0022

INIZ &

OILIMZ,

CARDS AND GIFTS

v "553 S. COOPER » MEMPHIS, TN 38104 ~
j
(901) 728—6535
.
INTENSE PHEROMONES BY 10%
* CARDS « JEWELRY » BOOKS —
POSTERS » PRIDE FLAGS —
VIDEOS/CDS
Featuring Boar‘s Head meats & cheeses

7 a.m. to 6 p.m. Monday — Friday
8 a.m. to 5 p.m. on Saturday

—
—
—
—
—
—

2
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Website

takes

a

look

GayVote.com (http://www.gayvote.com), a non—
partisan website by Silicon Alley—based Mediapolis, is
a nationwide source for facts on presidential, House
and Senate and gubernatorial candidates, their stands
on gay issues, coverage of gay political news and
online community political forums. The site also fea—

l

Need someone to talk to?
Memphis Area Gay Youth
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Peer support & discussion group
(901) 335—MAGY

1

at

political

issues

tures the country‘s most prominent lesbian and gay
writers with their takes on regional and national po—
litical races.
GayVote.com will take the pulse of lesbian and gay vot—
ers with exclusive surveys and polls and will question can—
didates on issues that matter to gay voters. Throughout elec—
tion 2000, GayVote.com will cover the campaign trail, track
election results and publish breaking news from the pri—
maries to the November elections.
The site will provide ratings of the candidates by groups
promoting lesbian and gay civil rights such as the Human
Rights Campaign (http:/ /www.hrc.org) and groups oppos—
ing gay civil rights such as the Christian Coalition (http:/ /
www.cc.org).
"GayVote.com is at the center of a dynamic, ac—
tive gay political online community," said Alan
Emtage, GayVote.com project leader. "The site will
allow people to easily locate information about
presidential candidates and candidates right in their
home district."

11/0109 irr EASTER
N TRm
Q
".
Wednesday Talk Soups, 7:00 p.m.
April 5—How To Be Real On The Street
Community leaders talk about how
identity, faith and real life intersect
April 12—How To Pray: Keeping the
Divine Hours
Phyllis Tickle discusses her recently
released book, Divine Hours: Prayers for
Summertime

Sunday April 9
11:00 a.m.
Peterson Toscano presents a
one—man play based on the
popular poem, Footprints in
the Sand.

l
C
@CO
z
%
S
Unity c¢
The Rev. Timothy Meadows, M.Div., Pastor
Meet With Us:
Talk To Us:
3430 Summer Ave.
Phone: 320—9376
Sunday: 11:00 a.m.
i
Wednesday: 7:00 p.m. E—mail:
HTCC@aol.com
Saturday: 5:00 p.m.
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‘Fairy Tales 2000‘ needs
submissions for festival
"Fairy Tales 2000," the second annual gay/lesbian film
and video festival co—presented by The Calgary Society of
Independent Filmmakers and the Gay and Lesbian Com—
munity Services Association, is now accepting entries. Films
and videos in the form of documentary, narrative /non—nar—
rative, animation and anything else you can think of, which
is of interest to lesbians, gays, bisexuals, or transgendered
persons are requested. Both short and feature length films
will be accepted.
f
The festival‘s mandate is to showcase independent films
made by gay/les/bi filmmakers, and is intended to pro—
vide a venue for filmmakers and members of the queer
community to celebrate their diversity.
Entry deadline is May 1; there are no entry fees. The
film and video festival is set for Pride Week, June 15 and
16, in Calgary.
For entry forms, more information on the festival, or for
submission guidelines, email Trevor Alberts at
fairytales@csif.org or visit their website at www.csif.org.

SHOE AND PURSE
EXTRAVAGANZA
APRIL 8TH 2000
10 P.M.

Decorate a pair of shoes and/or purse
for the Spring season.

Only $3.00 entry fee per category or

$5.00 for both categories.
Shoes must be at Crossroads by 9:30 p.m. and the
way you WIN will be by the amount of money your
shoe and/or purse raies. Prizes will be given out for
the winner of each category.

(The winner‘s items will be auctioned off at the
annual Mystic Krewe of Memphis United‘s Auction)

@
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I would recommend adding this wonderful album to
your collection. I think you might have a new picture of
"60" when you do. I know I did!
0oo

Twenty Four Seven — Tina Turner ® Virgin Records
When you hear the age of 60, what do most of you
:— picture ... gray hair, more sedate lifestyle, a little more
‘— weight around the middle? Yeah, that‘s what I pic—
‘~ ture too, but I don‘t think that Tina Turner had that
‘/ picture in mind. In fact, I don‘t think she has EVER
— had that picture in mind and it‘s evident
with
her latest release Twenty Four Seven on
_ Virgin Records.
Keeping with the "re—emerging"
trend of artists such as Carlos
Santana and Cher, Turner delivers
BIG TIME on this album, her first
since the 1996 album Wildest
Dreams. Her stellar and unmistak—
able vocals have made this album
as good, if not better than her
smash hit album Private Dancer.
From the opening track,
"Whatever You Need," which
combines moderate tempos
and beautiful string arrange—
ments, to the first released
single, "When The Heart—
ache Is Over," which is remi—
niscent of Cher‘s "Believe,"
both musically and in lyric
theme, this album is HOT!!! (It
should be noted that "When The
Heartache is Over" was a hit
— throughout Europe prior to the
American release and is currently
No. 9 on the Billboard Hot Dance
Music/Club play chart.)
Other highlights of the album in—
clude a cameo by Bryan Adams on
"Without You;" "I Will Be There,"
which is a never—before—recorded Bee
Gees track, and the heavy harmonica on
the title track, "Twenty Four Seven." One
of my favorites on the album (along with
"When
The Heartache Is Over") is "Absolutely Nothing‘s
Changed," which is a great dance song ... one that if given
the proper playing time, should begin to pack dance
floors.

Telling Stories — Tracy Chapman * Elektra Records
One of my very favorite albums was the debut album
Tracy Chapman back in 1988. I was enthralled by the deep—
voiced folk singer and carried the CD wherever I went.
It became a staple on my stereo and I could to this day,
sing all the songs on that CD from memory. Just when I
thought that it couldn‘t get any better than that, Tracy
Chapman releases a new album that comes close to out—
shining her 1988 debut.
Telling Stories is Chapman‘s fifth album, and it goes
back to the passion and soul—searching style that was
prevalent more in her debut album than in any of the
other previous three efforts. It also shys away from the
blues/rock style of her 1996 single "Give Me
One Reason." This album is more ba—
sic ... with a more simple and
beautiful delivery that is
Chapman‘s trademark style.
There are no fancy high—tech
sound effects, no rambling and
ranting instrumentals ... just
plain old GOOD music with
Chapman‘s talents not only vo—
cally, but instrumentally as well, as
she plays acoustic guitar, bousouki,
electric guitar, and strum stick. She
also wrote every song on the album
without collaboration.
Chapman covers a wide range of
"stories" on this album. Love stories
such as "Wedding Song;" stories of
desire such as "Unsung Psalm" and
stories of broken dreams such as
"Nothing Yet." The title track
(and my personal favorite), "Tell—
ing Stories," has been embraced
by a number of radio formats
and has been receiving a fair
amount of airplay.
This album is about as
honest and heartfelt as they
come and while I will still
hum "Fast Car" as I am driving
down the highway, and while Tracy Chapman
will still be one of my favorite albums, I have al—
ready made room in my psyche for this one. You
should take a listen to this it, your ears and your
heart will thank you!!
See In The Mix, page 25
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In The Mix
from page 24
Billboard‘s Hot 100 Singles (top 10)
as of week ending April 1, 2000
No. 1 — "Say My Name" — Destiny‘s Child
No. 2 — "Maria Maria" — Santana Featuring The Product
G&B
No. 3 — "Breathe" — Faith Hill
No. 4— "Amazed" — Lonestar
No. 5 — "Bye Bye Bye" — N‘ Sync
No. 6 — "Show Me The Meaning Of Being Lonely" —
Backstreet Boys
j
No. 7 — "Get It On Tonight" — Montell Jordan
No. 8 — "Smooth" — Santana Featuring Rob Thomas
No. 9 — "That‘s The Way It Is" — Celine Dion
No. 10 — "Thong Song" — Sisqo
Billboard‘s Top 10 Dance Tracks
as of week ending April 1, 1999
No. 1 — "American Pie" —Madonna
No. 2 — "Think It Over" — Jennifer Holliday
No. 3 — "King Of My Castle" — Wamdue Project
No. 4 — "The Chase" — Giorgio Moroder Vs. Jam & Spoon
No. 5 — "Give Me Tonight 2000" — Shannon
No. 6 — "The Return Of Nothing" — Sandstorm
No. 7 — "Rainbow Country" — Bob Marley Vs. Funkstar
DeLuxe
:
No. 8 — "Jump For Joi (The Millennium Mixes)" — Joi
Cardwell

ee c cs

c A cn

No. 9 — "When The Heartache Is Over" — Tina Turner
No. 10 — "Missing You" — Kim English

Suir aking

Melinda McSparrin has been a DJfor the past 18 years. She has
worked as the original DJ at the Pendulum and most recently WKRB.
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comedy

The one—man show with a cast of thousands, Finis
— Henderson brings his world—class musical and comedy im—
— pressions to Gold Strike Casino Resort‘s MillenniumThe—
— ‘atre Friday, April 14.
In this one—man extravaganza, Henderson combines
— singing, dancing and comedy —impressions from the likes
; of Frank Sinatra, The Temptations, Elvis Presley,
~. Muhammad Ali, Tom Jones, Alan Jackson, the Backstreet
— Boys, Dean Martin, Jerry Lewis and many more.
"Finis Henderson‘s never—ending repertoire of your fa—
— vorite comedians, personalities and musicians from
throughout the years will truly amaze you," said Randall
C. Roberts, general manager of Gold Strike. "His strikingly
different act makes him one of the most successful celeb—
rity impersonators on the circuit today."
Henderson has been the featured opening act for such
performers as Richard Pryor, Jackie Mason, Rodney
Dangerfield and Smokey Robinson. He also has been a fea—
tured performer on "Comic Strip Live" and TNN‘s "Crook

to

& Chase." His film
credits
include
Wired and I‘m Gonna
Get You Sucka.
This Las Vegas—
style show of musi—
cal humor will keep
you
laughing
throughout the en—
tire evening. Tickets
are $14.50 each and
are available by call—
ing (888) 24K—PLAY
or TicketMaster at
(901) 525—1515.

audiences

Finis Henderson

Memphis Black Repertory Theatre
presents
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THE OLD SETTLER
April 28 — May 14, 2000

Cast members from
The Old

Settler‘

Call 726

What happens when two middle—aged sisters
in Harlem take in a caring, youthful boarder
from the South? This romantic comedy has
the answer: an unlikely attraction blossoms
between the young man and a woman old
enough to be his mother!

for reservations
Theatreworks
2085 Monroe(behind Overton Square)
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THEATRE" MEMPHIS

host its

MAIN
annual

STAGE

art auction

Playhouse on the Square will hold its 23rd Annual Origi—
nal Art Auction and Party on Saturday, April 15. More than .
100 local and regional artists will offer their works for sale
at auction to benefit Playhouse on the Square, which is lo—
cated at 51 South Cooper in Overton Square.
The all—day silent auction begins at 10 a.m. and the live
auction begins at 6:30 p.m. A pasta buffet, at $12 per per—
son, begins at 5:30 p.m. and will be catered by LULU Grille.
Complimentary beverages will be provided throughout the
evening. Look, buy and have a fabulous time all to benefit

Arthur Miller‘s

directed by Joanne Malin

Playhouse on the Square.

Reach More Than
12,500 Readers

April 20—May 14

Advertise in Family & Friends
Call (901) 682—2669
LITTLE THEATRE

American

Tuxedo!

Free

Groom‘s

Tuxedo Program
Over 100 Styles

30% Off Wedding
Invitations
Open Evenings
and Sundays
Best

Place

in

Town ...
Guaranteed!

4730 Riverdale

4722 Poplar Avenue

(across from Wal—Mart)

(next to Bronx
Bagel Bar)

901—753—8897

901—761—2848

OI

David Mamet‘s

Neighborhood
directed by Leigh Ann Evans
March 30—April 16
682—8323
Little Theatre Only: Opening Weekend Special
All Tickets $5

« Vol om on oncom mom on o n co on s om o o o oe ct i ap h t hnd d G6 4 3 4 44 40 400%
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I don‘t know why I‘ve been so re—
luctant to do it. I‘ve never been much
of a good public speaker and getting
my point across to people always
seems to be easier in writing. I don‘t
have to look into the eyes of disap—
proving people and I don‘t have to
feel like I‘m on display for them ei—
ther. Nevertheless, I finally did it. I
spoke on a panel at Purdue Univer—
sity to a group of people in a gay, les—
bian and bisexual forum.
The panel members consisted of
three female—to—male (FTM) trans—
sexual men, two male—to—female (MTF)
transsexual women, and one woman
who has been very involved in the
transsexual community for the past
several years. She is the partner of one
of the FTM panelists and was there to
show her support and aid in the dis—
cussion of trangenderism.
Transgender is an extremely fluid
term. It can represent a myriad of
people. Most people who feel
transgendered have known all their
life. Some people don‘t come to terms
with it until meeting someone just like
them. Quite often, they simply just

idon’t know or have a label for how
— they feel.
I originally thought we were there
£ to
educate
this
group
on
© transsexualism. I think that for some,

that was the case. For others, they had
more of a political agenda. There were
several board members from Purdue‘s
g/1/b group there. One member
stood up and addressed a question for
us all. He wanted to know why their
group should include the "t" in their
g/1/b group.
I looked around at several of the
members in the group and wondered
why he should even have to ask that

question. To my left, there was one girl
with ambiguous clothing. In the
middle of the room, there sat two
people who are transgendered and
have joined the Indy Boyz group. In
addition, I found out later, there was
one young MTF in the audience whom
no one on my panel had any idea was
transsexual. In fact, I didn‘t find out
that she wasn‘t born female until the
discussion on the way home. Quite
often, transsexuals are transparent to
each other.
By definition, the girl with ambigu—
ous clothing may have been down
with today‘s styles but clearly was
wearing men‘s oversized clothing.
‘Evidently, she liked to dress in men‘s
clothing. She could either be consid—
ered a female transvestite or even pos—
sibly a drag king. This type of dress is
being more accepted in today‘s soci—
ety but still isn‘t considered to be a so—
cietal norm.
The transgendered individuals in
the Purdue group consisted of one
MTF and one FTM transsexual, both
of whom are now out to the group. Is
this g/1/b group going to throw them
out assuming they decide to not in—
clude the "t" in g/1/b? Assuming their
sexual preference doesn‘t change, this
is exactly what they have to do.
Transgenderism isn‘t about sexual
orientation. I certainly agree that there
are differences between being trans—
sexual and homosexual. Being
transgendered is based on your gen—
der orientation. It‘s how you feel in—
side and defying the label society has
given to you. In simpler terms, it‘s
about not being comfortable in your
own skin. I would imagine everyone,
for whatever reason, has felt that way
at one point in his or her life. Homo—

sexuality is the sexual attraction of two
people of the same sex. It isn‘t gender
oriented. People who are homosexual
don‘t typically question their gender.
They feel comfortable within the con—
structs of male or female persona.
Do I feel like the "t" belongs in g/
1/b? Absolutely. There are too many
people in this world that live within
the gay community that are
transgendered. Either by how they feel
inside, how they dress against society‘s
idea of what is male and female, and
some of these people are so oppressed
that they cannot express who they re—
ally are. But mostly, I think that the "t"
belongs because history tells us that we
have all been lumped under this big
gray umbrella for centuries.
At the Stonewall Rebellion, it was a
drag queen who helped lead people
into the streets of New York to demand
that their voices be heard. They were
tired of being beaten, jailed and mur—
dered simply because they were dif—
ferent. We (transsexuals) have been
around just as long as gay people. The
numbers may not be as strong as they
are in the gay community but their
voices have been loud and supportive
of this community. And we have lost
our lives in the fight to have the same
rights as every other person has just
by being alive. At times, I don‘t under—
stand why anyone would want to ex—
clude transsexuals in this community.
I think that we are all in the same battle
for respect and protection of our rights.
Our numbers could be stronger and
more evident in this community if we
all banned together. If we aren‘t united
amongst each other, how will the rest
of the world take us seriously and re—
See Take A Walk, page 30
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Yikes! If you weren‘t shocked to such utterances during
the recent snowy, winter weather, then you probably were
Take A Walk
from page 28
spect who we are? If we draw the lines in the sand with
one another, other people will do the same with us. What
sort of message does that send to the public? Does that make
their prejudiced behavior acceptable? It would if we are
doing it within our own community.
I like to imagine that one day we will all live in a world
where we don‘t feel like we need groups to separate us. A
world where everyone is loved and accepted and their physi—
cal appearance, sexual orientation or gender status doesn‘t
represent who they are. Can you imagine a world where it
doesn‘t matter to the guy standing next to you in a 7—eleven
if you‘re gay or not? That all he really cares about is if you
are a nice person who is good to others. We should all erase
those lines from the sand and Take A Walk together.
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energy

advice

when you pulled your heating bill from your mailbox. Enor—
mous charges for heating or cooling a house during extreme
outside temperatures can blow a family budget. While it‘s
often said that energy conservation begins at home, it can
be difficult to decide where to start. However, there are
some things homeowners can do to help save energy, ad—
vises Dr. Jeffery Roux, chair and professor of mechanical
engineering at The University of Mississippi.
A proper level of insulation is one of the most important
energy conservation considerations whether dealing with
building a new home or upgrading an existing structure.
"Improvements in design and construction that lower
energy use are permanent and are one—time only costs,
which increase the value of your home, while lowering the
ongoing operating costs." Roux, who has researched the
use of foil radiant barrier insulation, said "Research shows
that if put on top on R—19 insulation, it (foil radiant barrier)
can reduce the heat gain in summer by 42 percent, and it

See Energy, page 35
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Parents—R—U®

Choosing the

right day

Re MARK MANDELL 2
LEE JEFFREY RLOOMFiELD

One of the hardest and most important decisions for any
parent to make is whether to put a child under the care of
others. And with so many parents finding themselves need—
ing to work these days to make ends meet, the question
often becomes, "How can I be certain that the caregiver or
day care I choose is good care?"
Choosing reliable and proper care for your child can in—
deed be confusing. Thankfully, there are a number of avail—
able resources that provide parents with a road map to
navigate the child care dilemma.
According to the National Network for
Child Care (NNCC), an Internet resource that

_

unites the child care expertise of the nation‘s
leading universities, "good child care requires
three important things: (1) a caregiver who pro—
vides your child with care and guidance and
who works with you and your family to make

_

sure that your child grows and learns in the
best way possible; (2) a setting that keeps your child
safe and healthy, and (3) activities that are suited to your
child‘s stage of growth and that help the child develop
— mentally, physically, socially and emotionally."
The NNCC suggests that parents consider the fol—
— lowing questions when choosing child care:
* What type of caregiver is best for your child? Ac—
cording to the NNCC, a good caretaker should be well—
; trained, and warm and loving toward children. It advises
; that "whether your child is an infant, toddler, preschooler
: or schoolager, the caretaker should encourage the child‘s
— interests and stimulate the child to explore and discover
new things." Make sure when interviewing caregivers to
—< find out about their training and experience, as well as their
outlook on childbearing and discipline.
* Are the facilities safe and healthy? Check that the set—
ting you select is suitable for your child — no matter whether
you choose in—home care, family child care or day care cen—
ter care. All games, toys and furniture should be in good
repair and appropriate for the children. And make sure that
the number of children in the group is small enough so that
your child receives the individual attention he or she needs.
* What will it cost? It is important to research the costs
available in your area (including the cost of transportation
to and from the child care setting), as well as any local,

care

for your child

state or federal financial assistance you may be qualified to
receive for child care.
|
According to the NNCC, there are three main types of
child care arrangements: In—home care, family care and cen—
ter—based care. They can be summarized as follows:
* In—home care. This type of caregiver either comes to,
or lives in, your home, and can be a relative, friend or some—
one you hire. In—home care is an attractive, less—costly op—
tion if you have a number of children requiring care, or a
child that needs special care because of physical, mental or
emotional problems.
* Family child care. The NNCC explains that
this kind of care "is provided in the home of the
caregiver, who is often a mother with children
of her own," with only a few children being cared
for at any one time. This may be an appealing op—
tion if you are a single parent raising a child alone,
or have only one or two children needing care.
* Center—based care. Child care centers (which
includes nursery schools, preschools and par—
ent cooperatives) are established centers where
children are cared for in a group away from their
homes. One benefit of care centers is that they
often have organized programs of activities to
help your children learn. It is important to first
examine the center‘s facilities, staff qualifications
and staff/ child ratio.
Though one type of care arrangement may appear
best for your child, the NNCC stresses that "any kind of child
care can be good for your child if the care provides the warmth,
supervision and individual attention your child needs," and
adds that it is quite normal to want to use more than one kind
of care for your children — "for example, in—home care for your
infant and center—based care for your preschooler."
TheNNCC‘s childcareinformation, alongwitha "childcarecheck—
list," can be found at http:/ /wwwincc.org/Choose.Quality.Care/
qual.parent.checklist.html. Parents also canvisit theU. S. Department
ofHealthand HumanServices‘AdministrationforChildrenand Fami—
lies Web site at http:/ /www.acf.dhhs.gov/programs/ccb/fag/
Asteps.htm for more caregiver information.

Mark S. Mandell, past—president of the Association of Trial law—
yers of America, is a partner in the Providence, R.1., law firm of
Mandell, Schwartz & Boisclair. Lee Jeffrey Bloomfield, past—presi—
dent of the Tennessee Trial Lawyers Association, is a partner in the
Memphis lawfirm ofAllen, Godwin, Morris, Laurenzi & Bloomfield.
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Teens are needed as volunteers
The Children‘s Museum of Memphis, 2525 Central Av—
enue, is now seeking young participants for its teen volun—
teer program. Teens at least 13 years old with lots of enthu—
siasm and energy to work with younger children can gain
valuable work experience. Volunteer teens work at least
two four—hour shifts each week from June to August. Please
call or stop by the museum for an application, which must
be returned by Friday, April 21. Teens selected will be in—
terviewed and attend a training program. For more infor—
mation, gall Brad Laney at (901) 458—2678, ext. 243.

Sharpe plans family event
‘Mr. Chuck‘ to tell stories
Popular WKNO—TV children‘s personality "Mr. Chuck"
will be a special guest at the preschool storytimes, open to
children ages three through five, at the following branches
of the Memphis
County Public Library and Infor—
mation Center (All storytimes are on Wednesdays.) April
5,10 a.m., Levi branch, 3676 Hwy. 61 S.; April 12, 10:30 a.m.,
Highland branch, 460 South Highland; April 19, 10:30 a.m.,
Parkway Village branch, 4655 Knight Arnold Rd., and April
26, 10:15 a.m., Collierville Branch, 91 Walnut. For more in—
formation, call LINC at (901) 725—8895.

Children and their families are invited to the Sharpe Plan—
etarium, 3050 Central Avenue, to here how a family of slaves
escaped the South by following the star pattern commonly
known as the Big Dipper as a guide to the north and free—
dom. Admission is $3.50 for adults, $3 for seniors and chil— —
dren (ages three to 12). Showtimes are Saturdays at 10:30
a.m. For information and reservations, call (901) 320—6362.
Lichterman to host Raindrops

"Raindrops" is set for Tuesdays at 1 p.m. at Lichterman Na—
ture Center, 5992 Quince Road. Geared toward the preschool
— age group, "Raindrops" is a 30—45 minute long program deal— —
Musuem plans Bunny Blast
ing with various nature topics. Classes, led by a staff naturalist,
Children ages two to eight can have a blast at Bunny
may include crafts, storytelling and hiking. Cost is $2 each. Call
Blast at the Children‘s Museum of Memphis, 2525 Central
(901) 767—7322 for more information and a topics schedule.
Avenue, on Saturday, April 22, from 10 a.m. to noon. Chil—
dren will go on an egg hunt, pet live rabbits, make special
Easter crafts, get their face painted, and meet both a clown
and the Easter Bunny at this "eggs—tra" special event. Break—
fast snacks will be served. Cost is $7 per child and $5 per
adult. For an additional $3, your child can have their photo
taken with the Easter Bunny. Space is limited and reserva—
tions are required by calling (901) 458—2678.
MBG to be site of egg hunting
Kids, ages nine and under, are invited to an afternoon of
Easter fun and frolic at the Memphis Botanic Garden, lo—
cated at 750 Cherry Road in Audubon Park, on Saturday,
April 22, from 1 to 4 p.m. Bring Easter baskets to hunt eggs
filled with candy,coupons and prizes. Easter crafts, face
painting and egg coloring centers will add to the merri—
ment of the day. The Easter Bunny is expected to make an
appearance so bring your camera and take the kids pic—
tures with the big guy! The egg hunts begin at 2 p.m. with
three age categories: Age 2 and under, ages 3—5 and ages 6—
9. Admission is $5; children under 2 get in free. A child—
sized train for the kids will also be available at an addi—
tional charge. For more information, call 685—1566.

Babysitting workshops are set
The Memphis/Shelby County Public Libraries are of—
fering free baby—sitting workshops for teens. These work—
shops, sponsored by the Partnership for Women and
Children‘s Health, will teach basic first aid, changing dia—
pers, games, preparing snacks and more. The workshops,
all held from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. and are set for Monday, April
17, at the Frayser branch, 3712 Argonne; Tuesday, April 18,
at the Raleigh branch, 3157 Powers; Wednesday, April 19,
at the Randolph branch, 3752 Given, and Thursday, April
20, at the Parkway Village branch, 4655 Knight Arnold.
Please call LINC at (901) 725—8895 for more information.
Celebrate poetry month

—

Youth can celebrate National Poetry Month at the Mem—
phis/Shelby County Public Libraries this month. Youth ages
11 to 17 can enter their best verse in a poetry contest at the
Cherokee Branch, 3300 Sharpe. Deadline for entries is Sat—
urday, April 15. Youth ages 12 to 17 are invited to a Poetry
Slam which will be held at the East Shelby branch on Thurs—
day, April 20, at 6 p.m. Registration is required.

_
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Twinkie

RY ANITA MoO4YT

MANAGING EDITOR

No, the Twinkie Museum
a museum exhibiting
delicious snack cakes with creamed—filled centers. The
Twinkie Museum is the annual film festival sponsored by
the Memphis Gay & Lesbian Community Center.
This year‘s event is set for Friday, Saturday and Sunday,
April 21, 22 and 23, at the Psychology Auditorium on The
University of Memphis campus. Friday and Saturday, the
festival will be from 7 to 10 p.m. and on Sunday, the hours

are 5 to 8 p.m.
The name was taken from the infamous "Twinkie De—
fense,"the legal argument used by the attorney of Dan White,
assassin of gay San Francisco Supervisor Harvey Milk and
San Francisco Mayor George Moscone. The judge ruled that
White had been highly unstable due to his over—consump—
tion of junk food leading up to the killings and found him
guilty of a lesser charge, involuntary manslaughter.
The Twinkie Museum will present three nights of docu—
mentaries, short films and feature films all relevant to the
g/1/b/t community. This event is free to the public; how—
ever, it is requested that you bring personal hygiene item(s)

which will be collected for Friends For Life/ Aloysius Home.
Parking is available in the parking garage in front of the
psychology building or in the big lot on Central Avenue.
This year‘s event is co—sponsored by the UofM Students

for Bisexual, Gay and Lesbian
Awareness (BGALA), Family &
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Energl
from page 30
can reduce heat loss in winter by 15 percent."
Roux offers homeowners the following year—round en—
ergy—saving tips:
* Draft—proof the home. Locate and seal any air leaks in
walls, ceiling, floors and basement; replace worn or dam—
aged weather—stripping on all windows and doors.
* Install interior or exterior storm windows. "While this
improvement is fairly major as far as cost, the savings in utility
bills should pay off in a reasonable length of time," Roux said.
* Weather—strip and insulate interior attic—access doors.
Roux recommends constructing a plywood box to fit the
attic opening, then placing insulation in the box, which can
easily be moved aside for access. "During very cold weather,
that one small space, if not insulated, can lose heat 30 times
faster that the insulated area," the Ole Miss professor said.
This is equally true during summer heat, when the attic
temperature reaches as high as 150 degrees.
* Take advantage of opening, closing window treatments.
Reduce nighttime heat loss by closing drapes, blinds and insu—
lated shutters; open drapes or blinds on south windows dur—
ing the day to gain free solar heat. Go a step further and keep
on hand styrofoam—backed—with—foil insulation cut to fit each
window. "Duringperiods ofextremehighor low temperatures,
slip the panels inside thewindowsbehind the drapes orblinds,
and you can immediately feel the difference," Roux said.

(901) 818—4134 or (800) 227—4146
SALOMONSMITHBARNEY
Amemberof eitigroug?"
Salomon
Smith
Barney
is
a
service
mark
of
Salomon
Smith
Barney
Inc.
©1999 Salomon Smith Barney Inc. Member SIPC
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STRAIGHT UP
8UT NOT STRAIGHT

Advice on everything, and we mean EVERYTHING!

I met this guy in a bar one evening. We hit it off in—
stantly. The next night we went to dinner, a movie and
returned to his apartment. We had sex. Now, three months
later, I find myself overwhelmed with this man; yet, he
treats me as though I do not exist. We rarely spend time
together anymore, although he never misses an opportu—
nity to hang out with his friends.
_ He rarely returns my calls. He never invites me to spend
time with him. He is the one that pursued me. Now, it is
as though he has closed the door completely on us. I think
I am in love with him, but how can I find out if he won‘t
have anything to do with me?
I hear the echoes of a broken heart in your letter and
I understand how you feel. You are not alone. It is sad
that your friend appears to have chosen the path of
elimination and has tried to move forward in his life
without acknowledging your relationship and the inti—
macy you shared.
His closing the door on you as a person really repre—
sents him closing the door on himself. He is the one who
will lose because he is failing to use a valuable resource in
the movement of change: Closure. Without closure, one
can‘t fully move forward. I suggest you move forward with
the knowledge that you gave the best of your heart and
that you have endeavored to embrace him. You may want
to write him a note or express this in an email, just to re—
affirm your commitment to compassion.
After that, leave it behind and work toward healing your
heart and soul. Use friends as a support system and nurture
your world with long walks or writing. Spend time with your—
self. Know that you have shown your strength in this odys—
sey and empower your world by embracing goodness. You
may not stop loving him tomorrow, but you will see the value
in what you offer for the next man that comes your way.
0eo

My partner and I are planning our commitment cer—
emony and as a part of this union I want to take my
lover‘s last name. We have considered using a combi—
nation of the two but couldn‘t really come up with one
that we could agree on. Is this legal and if so how hard
is it to do?
Gays and lesbians often choose to change their "last"
names to affirm their commitment to each other, and there

are basically two ways to accomplish it.
You can decide on the last name of your choice and
just begin to "use" it. You can also make this change by
obtaining a court order. If you decide to change your
name just by usage it is important that you do so in ev—
ery avenue of your new life (e.g., change your credit
cards, driver‘s license and Social Security card). Hey, het—
erosexual women do it every time they get married. Some
places may require you to fill out a special name change
request form, but it usually is just a matter of declaring
the change.
You can also obtain a court order, which requires you
to file a short petition and attend a routine court hearing.
If this is the route you choose I would advise you to con—
sult an attorney who has experience in g/l/b/t issues, as
I have no legal expertise in this area. You might want to
take some time, if you haven‘t done so already, to con—
sider the impact of a name change on your family, your
children and your employer.
How do you plan to explain this name change if you are
not "out" at work? I am not trying to discourage you from
taking your partner‘s name, just be sure you have exam—
ined the effect it may have on both of your lives.

Questions are answered by two people, a gay male and a les—
bian, in an attempt to get the best and mostfair answers possible.
Each person has a master‘s degree in the counseling field. The
opinions expressed are not necessarily those of the magazine. For
serious problems, seek professional help. Send questions to Fam—
ily & Friends, P.O. Box 771948, Memphis, TN 38177—1948, or
e—mail them to FamilyFriendsMphs@yahoo.com.

Bookmark It!

VISIT FAMILY E FRIENDS"
WEBSITE AT

http://members.aol.com/familymag/homepage.html
OR E—MAIL US AT
Family

@yahoo.com
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Bulletin
from page 11
Jackie Johnson.
And Congratulations to TENISHA CASSIDINE for win—
ning the Ms. Gay Missouri USofA. See page 18 for more.
Just a note: for those of you who haven‘t already filled
out your U.S. CENSUS 2000, the word out is for g/l/b/t
couples to check the box "unmarried partners" as a way to
signify same—sex couples.
KRAZI BECKI celebrated her ?? birthday at the opening
of The Boys in the Band. She looked marvelous and she got
all the cast members to sign her program.
Oh, we almost forgot. A very special welcome to KATHY
and NANCY, owners of the new LILLY‘S DIM SUM AND
THEM SOME (who also provided some delicious sam—
plings for the ETC opening night reception). Check out their
new place at 903 South Cooper.

WL in Community

of a

ellh j

April

1

Emerald Theatre Company
proudly presents

The Boys In

The Band

April

1

& 2

at
8 p.m. nightly
Tickets: $10 each

THEATREWORKS
2085 Monroe, Memphis, TN
(901) 274—7139
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Family & Friends editor Anita, left,

and Patty

Enjoying the festive evening are, from left, Kelly, Taylor Huntington,
Terry, Ball Captain Bill Zachary and Leslie.
£

Family & Friends writer
Shane, left, and Billy.

Debutant Kay and escort, Pete

Mystic Krewe of Memphis United Co—Founder,
Linda, left, and President Lonnie, a.k.a. Laura Lee
Love, right, strike a pose with Turtle.

Haying a great time are debutantes Donice and
Elizabeth Ashley and their escorts, Enrica and
Linda, respectively.

MU members Luanne & Kathy

E
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Luanne enjoys a hug from Christina
Moore

Posing are Memphis Pride Inc.‘s
Chairman, Daniel, and Pride
member Mark.

2
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Page 39

The Mardi Gras Queen Magique I poses with
debutantes Kim, left, and LaPaula, right, and Edie
Mae of Houston.

.

Sas

Holy Trinity‘s Rev. Tim, right, and Chris

Enjoying thé evening are, from left, J.J., Jack, Ken
and Edie Mae.

Jodi and Lois

Partying are Desiree, Jason and Chris.

5
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SPIT

bowling

tourney

The St. Patrick‘s Invitational Tournament (SPIT), spon—
sored by the Brothers and Sisters Bowling League, an—
nounced the following winners of this year‘s event:
. Singles
1st Place (787) Jodi Judson of Nashville; 2nd Place (749) Jim
Myers of Nashville; 3rd Place (731) Joel Russell of Memphis
Doubles
1st Place (1393) Gary Carter of Nashville and Bill Hanson
of Nashville; 2nd Place (1391) Derek Douglas of Memphis
and Cynthia Anderson of Minneapolis; 3rd Place (1376)
Debra Edmond of Memphis and Sue Redfern of Memphis
Teams
1st Place (2702) Jodi Judson, Melissa Brown, Mark Johnson

"WHERE IT ALL
BEGINS"
OPEN

THURSDAY THROUGH
SATURDAY
8 P.M.

TO

1

A.M.

THURSDAY: No Cover $3 Beer Bust
$1 Domestics » Open Mic Night 10:30
FRIDAY: $5 Cover, $1 Domestics ALL NIGHT
Showtime 10:30 p.m.

__—

Domesticé"
Showtime 10:30 p.m.withspecial guests
SATURDAY: $1.75

For bookings or information
call Rick Gladish at
(662) 767—9500 OR (662) 891—0761
637 Highway 145 South
Shannon, MS
10 miles south of Tupelo

yields

winners

and Scott Gero, all of Nashville; 2nd Place (2701) Peggy
Heberlein, Gary Thomas, Richard Storen and Jim Myers, all
of Nashville; 3rd Place (2671) Susan Baldwin, Leigh Doby,
Cindie Nash and Joni Scherping, all of Memphis
All Event
1st Place (2221) Jodi Judson of Nashville; 2nd Place (2103)
Joel Russell of Memphis; 3rd Place (2072) Bobby Blatchley
of New Orleans
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Award-wmner Bill Conti to direct MSG»
Conti holds the industry record for having.
Bill
Conti
may
not
be
a
household
name,
but
the
songs
— themes for the most television series playing concurrently
heAward—winner
has composedBillareConti
familiar
to
many.
Oscar
and
Emmy
is one of the most sought—after
composersandconductorsforbothfilmandtelevision.
On
Saturday,
April
29,
at
8
p.m.
at
Eudora
Auditorium
(4684
PoplaratPerkins),ContiwillleadtheMemphisSymphony
Orchestra
insongs
"ASalute
toyourtheAcademyAwards,"
amany
concertof
filled
with
from
favorite
movie
hits,
themConti‘s
Conti‘scredits
compositions.
include musical scores for movies and
featurefilmdocumentaries,plusmusicfortelevisionmov—
ies,pilots,commercials,mini—seriesandseries. Hehascom—
posedthemusicalscoresformanyboxofficegiantsinclud—
ing all the The Karate
Kidmovies,OnMe,and
Rocky, RockyTheRight
II, IIIandStuff,V;
PrivateBenjamin;
SpyHard;Lean
among
countless
others.
He won
an Oscar
fornominations
the musical
score
of
The
Right
Stuff,
and
received
Oscar
forOnly)theandsongs"Gonna
"For Fly
YourNow"
Eyes (from
Only"Rocky).
(from HeFor isYoura three—
Eyes
time
Emmythree—time
Award—winner,
seven—time Emmythree—time
Award—
nominee,
GrammyAward—nominee,
Golden
Globe Award—nominee, and has received numer—
ousotherawardsandhonorsthroughouthiscareer.
Healso
hasbeenthemusicaldirectorfor
12oftheAcademyAward
ceremonies, most recently in 1997.
composed

in prime time: nine — "Dynasty)" "Falcon Crest," "Cagney
& Lacey," "Lifestyles of the Rich and Famous," "O‘Hara,"
"The Colby‘s," "Our World," “Busmess Week" and

"Mariah."
In addition to composing, Conti travels around theworld —
as a guest conductor for orchestras. He has conducted the
Boston Pops, the London Symphony Orchestra, the Cleve—
land Orchestra, the National Symphony, the Calgary Phil—
harmonic, the RAI Orchestra of Rome and the Graunke
Orchestra of Munich, among others.
Conti holds a bachelor‘s degree from Louisiana State
University, and a bachelor‘s and master‘s degree from
the Juilliard School of Music. In 1985, he was awarded
an honorary doctorate of music degree from Lou1s1ana

State University.
Tickets, priced from $20 to $30, are available by calling
the Memphis Symphony Box Office at (901) 324—3627 or
TicketMaster at (901) 525—1515.

Dear Customers,
Due to the unfortunate
actions of a few, Molly‘s has
been forced to indefinitely
cancel

a

Circuit

Playhousek
April 14 — May 14
Call 726—4656
Media Sponsor: WPLX—AM

A/ La Casita
MEXICAN AESTAURANT
2006 MADISON
AVENUE
MEMPHIS, TN
(901) 726—1873
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Gardening workshops continue

‘Zoom Through the Zoo‘ is set

The Memphis /Shelby County Public Libraries will con—
tinue a series of gardening workshops this month, hosted
by Booker Leigh, U.T. agricultural extension agent. Leigh
will offer expert help and advice on growing plants, land—
scaping and gardening. You are invited to bring your ques—
tions, your plants and even your insect pests to the work—
shops. The workshops are set as follows: Highland branch,
460 South Highland, Saturday, April 15, noon to 2 p.m.;
Parkway Village branch, 4655 Knight Arnold Road, Tues—
day, April 18, 7 to 8:30 p.m., and Raleigh branch, 3157 Pow—
ers, Saturday, April 29, 1 to 3 p.m. For more information,

The Memphis Zoo invites you to "Zoom through the
Zoo" Friday, April 28, from 6:30 to 9 p.m. The fifth annual
10K run will be an evening run this year. Runners will zoom
through Overton Park and the Memphis Zoo and enjoy a
post—run party at the Cat House Cafe. Cost is $13 in ad—
vance or $15 the day of the race. Call (901) 761—0078 for
more information.

call LINC at (901) 725—8895.
UofM museum is displaying art
"Opening the Mouth," a new exhibition of works by
Friedemann van Stockhausen, will be on display at the Art
Museum of The University of Memphis now through April
22. The title of the show refers to the "Opening the Mouth
Ceremony" which was performed in ancient Egypt. The
art museum is located in the Communications and Fine Arts
Building at 3750 Norriswood across from McWherter Li—
brary and is free and open to the public Monday through
Saturday, 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. For more information, please call
(901) 678—2224.
Entries are now being accepted
The Memphis Arts Festival is now accepting entries for
Arts in the Park‘s juried art exhibit to be held Oct. 13, 14
and 15. Works are judged in five categories: painting (oil,
acrylic, watercolor), graphics (prints, drawings), sculpture,
photography and mixed media. All works must have been
completed within the last three years and must be for sale.
For more information, please call (901) 761—1278.
Watercolors are on exhibit
"Watercolor Florals" by Caroline Jones Winters will
be on exhibit at The Memphis Botanic Gardens now
through April 26. Jim Browne, spokesman for MBG, de—
scribes the show, "This is one of the finest shows that we
have exhibited here at the Memphis Botanic Garden. The
work is so realistic that you almost think you are look—
ing at a photograph." A portion of sales from this ex—
hibit benefits MBG, which is located on Cherry Road,
just north of Park Avenue in Audubon Park. For more
information call (901) 685—1566.

McCoy to stage ‘Little Shop‘
Little Shop ofHorrors will be presented at McCoy Theatre
on the campus of Rhodes College, 2000 North Parkway,
Thursday, April 13, through Sunday, April 16. Call (901)
843—3839 for more information.
View stars on the lawn
Join the Sharpe Planetarium staff for a little star gaz—
ing on Saturday, April 8, from 8 to 10 p.m. Telescopes
will be set up on the Pink Palace lawn, 3050 Central
Avenue, for public viewing of the celestial skies and a
close—up of the waxing crescent moon. The planet Sat—
urn should also be visible. Admission is free and tele—
scopes, binoculars, picnics and lawn chairs are encour—
aged. Pets, radios and alcohol are not allowed. The
event will be canceled if cloudy. For more information,
please call (901) 320—6320.
Carol Plunk to play around town
Carol Plunk will be playing at One More on Sundays,
April 2, 9 and 30, from 5 to 7 p.m. She will also be at the
Flying Saucer on Friday, April 7, from 9:30 p.m. to 1:30
a.m.; Neil‘s on Sunday, April 9, from 9 p.m. to 1 a.m.;
Huey‘s—Downtown on Sunday, April 23, from 4 to 7
p.m.; Movie & Pizza Co. on Friday, April 28, from 7 to
10 p.m.; Davis—Kidd Bookstore on Saturday, April 29,
from 7 to 9 p.m., and Bottom Line on Sunday, April 30,
from 8 p.m. to midnight.
Iris show is scheduled
The 43rd AnnualIris Show, sponsored by the Memphis
Area Iris Society, is scheduled for Sunday, April 30, from 1
to 5 p.m. at the Memphis Botanic Garden, 750 Cherry Road
in Audubon Park. The show is free and open to the public.
The public is invited to enter the competition. For more
information, please call (901) 685—1566, extension 106.

April 2000
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‘Stomp’thi

Stomp is coming to The Orpheum Friday, Saturday and
Sunday, April 28—30. For showtimes and ticket prices, as
well as additional information, please call The Orpheum
Box Office at (901) 525—3000.
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nnual meet, elects new officers
TheMemphisLesbian&GayCoalitionforJusticeelected
andState
Issues Committee.
new
officers
for
the
year
2000
at
their
annual
membership
The
Memphis
Lesbian & Gayorganizedto
Coalitionpromoteequal—
forJustice is a
meetingMarch
7.
Thenew
officers
are
Katie
Hiestand
and
grass—rootscivil
rightsgroup
JimMaynard,co—chairs;MichaelBowers,secretary,andTim
itynation
and socialjustice
and combatprejudice
and discrimi—
Johnson,
treasurer.
Maynard
and
Johnson
both
were
re—
against
lesbians,
gay
men,
bisexuals
and
elected to their respective positions.
transgendered
people.
Membership
is
open
to
all
who
Congratulations
to the newHenkle
officers,andandSecretary
thanks toBilly
the supportLGCJ]‘s mission.
outgoing
Co—chair
Margaret
LGC]meetsthe
firstTuesday
ofeverymonth
attheMem—
Squires
for
all
their
work
during
the
past
year.
phis/Shelby
County
Main
Library,
meeting
roomA,
1850
Additionally,
Len
Piechowski
will
move
from
chair
of
PeabodyAvenue.
the Media/Public Relations Committee to chair the Local For more information, write LGCJ at PO Box 241363,
MLGCJ holds

Memphis,
TN 38124,atwww.gaymemphis.com/lgoj.
Email at Igcg@gaymemphis.com or
visittheirwebsite
Mad Dog Service Company Twinkie
from page 34
Mad Dog Tree Service the10episodes
ofTheCucumberChronicles.
McHenryexplainedhismethod
to Familyanimation.
&Friends,
Licensed&Insured
"Idecided
to
use
crude,Monty
Python—like
The essays
a lotwithsex, butI Isubstituted
wanted tobewitty
abouti
tfor, anyso deal
asimages
Ibegananimating,
weorerqualityTreeservice bers
cucum—
ofpenises
that
came
up.
So
many
& CUSTOMDECKING & FENCINE
ofThetheCucumber
films
had
cucumbers,
that
it
became
the
.
.
title,
Chronicles."
AND
oFDecksAnoexterioroFHomes
ArReasoniaBLePrices
PLAYHOUSE ON THE SQUARE PRESENTS
ALL WORKGUARANTEEDAND TO
CUSTOMERSATISFACTION
Office
(901) 722—5845
Pager
(901) 722—1571
Cell
(901) 496—9551

t“‘ Po * p

Tracy Clark, Owner

ol
|
|

RESERVATIONS
726—4656
MEDIA SPONSOR:. THE MEMPHIS FLYER
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"T‘ll never get cast as a lesbian. I‘ve been told that a mil—
lion times. I don‘t look or act enough like a lesbian for them.
If you fit the stereotype, it‘s very easy to write the part. It‘s
very easy to plug you right into the sitcom or the movie. If
you don‘t fit the stereotype, it‘s a lot tougher."
— Comic Suzanne Westenhoefer to the Michigan gay
paper Between The Lines, Feb. 24
"I was doubting her [Anne Heche], too, when I met her
because I thought, ‘You can‘t possibly be for real; you don‘t
know what you‘re getting into.""
— Ellen DeGeneres to the Advocate, March 14
"The chubby chasers want you because you‘re fat. The
bear hunters have more on their minds than that. They want
you because you‘re fat and hairy. And, they surmise, cud—
dly and lovable and masculine and something like a great
big fireside sofa. These are not bad things to want in a lover,
and whether because as more of us come out there‘s more
diversity in the community or because there is some sort of
subtle revolt against gymbot clone—ism, the bear culture has
begun venturing out of the woods."
—the Advocate columnist Bruce Vilanch in the March 14 issue
"My mother knew she had a very large gay following.
But if you ever went to any of my mother‘s concerts, it
wasn‘t just a totally gay audience. It was families and chil—
dren and moms and dads and wives and husbands and all
that. I just believe that the gay audience has kept her legacy
alive and they‘re adamant about keeping it so out in the
public, which I‘m very in favor of. I‘m very grateful to the
gay audience for doing that. But, I think that my mom knew
that she had a gay following and it wasn‘t an issue and she
was very grateful."
.
— Lorna Luft, Judy Garland‘s daughter, to Chicago‘s
Outlines, March 1
"People say Hollywood is homophobic, but it‘s not re—
ally homophobic — it‘s just business—oriented. Whatever‘s
going to make their money is what they‘re interested in."
— Actor Rupert Everett to Chicago‘s Outlines, March 1
"I think that Rupert [Everett] is a fantastic gay role model
because he doesn‘t really fit into middle America‘s pre—con—
ceived notion ... that kind of manly, queeny, gay personal—
ity. I think he kind of defies all of that — he‘s actually quite
butch and very hetero—seeming! ... I adore him. I love him.
I‘m sure if he was straight, things would be different."
— Madonna to Chicago‘s Outlines, March 1

"I fought Anne for months, saying I wouldn‘t do thelove
scene (in HBO‘s If These Walls Could Talk 2). She was like,
‘It‘s Sharon Stone.‘ I said: ‘I won‘t do the scene. I‘m not
getting naked. I‘m not going to kiss somebody else.""
—Ellen DeGeneres to The New York Times, Feb. 20
"I am exactly like a gay woman except that I don‘t sleep
with women."
3
— Actress Sharon Stone accepting an award for her
gay activism Feb. 20 at a Human Rights Campaign gala
in Los Angeles
"I‘ve slept with all the boy bands. I know them all."
— Elton John at the Grammy Awards, Feb. 23
"Now he is a knight. In the U.K., he should be addressed
as Sir Elton. But here in the good old U.S.A., his friends can
still call him Sharon."
—Billy Joel on Elton John at the Grammy
Awards, Feb. 23
"The best political statement you can make about
gays and lesbians in society now is to treat it as matter—
of—fact. That‘s the most radical thing you could do. No
pleading, whiny, mopey, we‘re—picked—on—more—than—
anyone—else stuff."
f
—W riter Dan Savage to the Seattle Times, Feb. 25
"Gay marriage should be legal if just to raise the stan—
dard of dancing at receptions."
7
|
— Columnist Liz Langley in the Miami Herald, Feb. 25
"I was taught that if somebody has money, then they‘re
very important. And if they‘re a celebrity — wow! That‘s
really important. And so of course I became a celebrity. And
of course I wanted to make a lot of money. All those things
seemed to be what would make me happy. Then I learned
after having money and becoming a celebrity that it‘s not
what makes you happy. It doesn‘t matter if you have the
whole world loving you or hating you. And knowing this
has enriched my relationship with Anne."
— Ellen DeGeneres to the Advocate, March 14

Quotes compiled by Rex Wockner, who has reported news for
the gay press since 1985. His work has appeared in more than
200 gay publications. He has a B.A. in journalism from Drake
University, started his career as a radio reporter, and has written
extensivelyfor the mainstream media as well.
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Kenny, aka Lady Zelma",‘fleft, and Jacob,
aka Britney Fox, just hangin‘ out.

Poppa Jack and Mom greet guests at the door.

Mac and Kevin from
Vicksburg, Miss.

Jeremy and Shannon
The Jack & Jill‘s crew, from left, Girl D,
Pittman, Boy D and Mike.
Eric and Jeremy

Tom, Chad and Chris pose for the camera.

Tom, Van and Chad catch their breath.

E
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Enjoying some friendly chatter
before heading over to Jack & Jill‘s
are Currie and Wendy.
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,
This great group of guys lined up for our cameras. Pictured are, from
left, Larry, Jack (the owner of JC‘s and Jack & Jill‘s), Marty and Joanne,
JC‘s manager.
(

Hangin‘ out on a Saturday night,
are, from left, Tim, bartender
Tommy and Ms. Avalon.

Mike takes aim for a great
game.

Tim, left, and Tracy work the door at JC‘s.
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Lilly‘s Dim Sum and Then Some

Rosita‘s Deli & More

903 South Cooper
(901) 276—9300
Noodle Bar
\
Monday through Thursday, 11 a.m. to 9 p.m.
Friday & Saturday, 11 a.m. to 10 p.m.
Sunday, noon to 9 p.m..

655 Riverside Drive
Memphis, TN
(901) 543—0627
Sunday through Saturday
6 a.m. to 10 p.m.

f
‘
:
The Chicago Steakhouse
Gold Strike Casino Resort — Tunica
(601) 357—1225
;
:
_ Sun. —Thurs., 5 p.m. to 11 p.m.
Fri. & Sat., 5 p.m. to midnight
Reservations Suggested
o
Cafe Society
‘

212 North Evergreen

In the Grove
2865 Walnut Grove
(901) 458—9955
Sunday, 5 p.m. till 1 a.m.
Mon.—Thur., 5 p.m. till 1 a.m.
Fri.—Sat., 5 p.m. till 2 a.m.

}

K.A. Karma

394
N. Watkins:
(901) 276—5566

;

(901) 722—2177
Lunch: Mon.—Fri., 11:30 a.m.till 2 p.m.
C
g
Dinner: Mon.—Sun., 5 p.m. till 10 p.m.

Mon.—Fri., 11 a.m. till 2 a.m.

feeservation‘s suggested

Molly Gonzales‘ La Casita Mexican Restaurant

Sat.—Sun., 4 p.m. till 2 a.m.

Metro Memphis

| 393319) gymweet

;
‘
psn tam . 2am. seven (ys Apress:

NC
1
Cafe Ole
2127 Young Avenue
(901). 274—1504,
Mon.—Thu., 11 a.m. till 10 p.m.
Fri., 11 a.m. till 11 p.m.
Sat., 11:30 a.m. till 11 p.m.
Sun., 11:30 a.m. till 10 p.m.
;
—
The Bourbon Street cafe
(In the French Quarter Suites) —
2144 Madison
(901) 728—4000
Breakfast: Mon.—Sat., Zam—10am
Champagne Brunch: Sun., 11:30 a.m. till 2 p.m.
Dinner: Sun.—Thur., 5 p.m. till 10 p.m., and Fri. & Sat.,
5 p.m. till 11 p.m.

?%)hg2ag.lls§%Ave'
f

f

}

Lunch and Dinner: Mon.—Thur., 11 a.m. till 10 p.m.; Fri., 11 a.m.
till 11 p.m.; Sat., noon till 11 p.m., and Sun., noon till 10 p.m.
Neil‘s
1835 Madison Ave.
(901) 278—NEIL
Open 11 a.m. to 3 a.m. seven days a week, year—round.

—

P & H Cafe
1532 Madison
(901) 726—0906
Closed Sun
Mon.—Sat., 11 a.m. till 3 a.m.
$4;
a
Bogie‘s Delicatessen
2098 LaSalle Place (behind Paulette‘s)
(901) 272—0022
Mon.—Fri., 7 a.m. till 6 p.m.
Sat., 8 a.m. till 5 p.m.
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Te—To—Tam Ranch on Shelby

Sunday, June

COME

Drive

18 ° 8 a.m.—10 p.m.

OUT

FOR

FUN!

Brmg Your Own Grill & Cooler
is ~‘& Spend The Day z
CoA M / Just $10 per person

rlorseback
Riding

Waq 6p @

Volleyball Tournament
Fishing Tournament
Best Picnic Setup Contest
For more information, call Alicia Kelly at (901) 521—6922 or (901) 345—3754
Entertainment at the Ranch
After 10, it‘s back to N—Cognito for more special guests!

.

—
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Green

With

Browne

Despite every effort to drive home the pomtthat "fall is. glossy yellow blooms that add punch to any woodland garden.
for planting," it seems that only20 percent of the garden—
* Wild Ginger, also called Little Brown Jug, Asarum, —
ing public really try to plant in the fall. The‘rest of us are | ground—hugging heart—shaped leaves with little flowers
caught up by spring fever. Thenurseries respond by hav— . tucked under the leaves that are like little jugs.
ing much larger selections of annuals, perennials, flower—
* Wild Sweet William, Phlox divaricata — a real show
ing trees and shrubs and water garden supplies.
«stopper after several years since, when it is happy, it seeds
The two most asked questions that I get from Memphis ‘itself freely across a woodland area producing drifts of layv—
gardeners are "What plant do you recommend ... oh, and did ender blue blossoms.
I tell: you I want an evergreen?" and "The grass under my
These wildflowers love shady, moist locations. They of—
treesis not growing very well. What:do youw.recommend?"
ten times re—seed into other areas of the garden.
I‘ll savethe"evergreen"issue for another day. IL explained
Other gardening duties this month include:
the difficulties with growing grass under the shade of trees
* Spray pecan trees early this month with Malathion to
in a past column.
control pecan phylloxera. These aphid—like insects produce
Instead, I offer another solution. Either look at wildflow— warty growths on the leaves of these trees.
ers or shade—loving perennials with an occasional spot of
* Foliar—feed daffodils, hyacinths, tulips and pansies with
annual color.
a water—soluble every other week until they begin to die down.
April is the best month for wildflowers. The Memphis
* In a typical year, our tree canopy will be completely
Botanic Garden has a six—acre Wildflower Garden that has filled out with new leaves by April 10.
numerous indigenous plants (and a few strays like wild
* Fescue lawns begin to go dormant at this time.
Japanese honeysuckle) on view during this time. Or visit
* Prune azaleas, if needed, immediately after they fin—
our neighbors at the Dixon Gallery and Gardens or ish blooming. Fertilize them as well with an azalea/camel—
Lichterman Nature Center. Each of these organizations has lia fertilizer. Azaleas are acid loving plants so require an
plant sales this month, many featuring wildflowers.
acidifying fertilizer.
A few that I recommend and that are sometimes found
* Treat blueberries like azaleas when fertilizing. Since
in the shady perennial section of your local nursery are:
they bloom on old wood, prune after spring bloom. Re—
move only the oldest stems since pruning at this time will
The Ferns:
* Christmas Fern which has "evergreen" foliage.
also lessen berry production.
* Cinnamon Fern with delicate upright fronds and sepa—
* Begin spraying dogwoods and other borer—prone trees with
rate spore—bearing "leaf" in the spring.
Dursban on April 15 and continue monthly through September.
* Interrupted Fern, a close kin to the Cinnamon Fern.
* If your pine trees have dead tips where their new
* The Sensitive Fern, which has a spore—bearing frond, growth emerges, spray with Cygon to control the Nantucket
persists through the winter months.
Pine tip moth. Loss of "candles" over two years will result
Ephemerals: These wildflowers appear in the sprlng and in tree death.
die down after flowering and seeding.
* Watch for Azalea leaf gall in late April to mid—May. If
* VirginiaBluebells,Mertensia,—charmingmediumblueflowers. it appears, especially since we had a mild winter and a moist
* Solomon‘s Seal, Polygonatum, = small white flowers spring, remove the puckered lime—green growth and de—
hanging below green stems.
stroy. Control of this fungus is achieved using a fixed metal
* Wake Robins, Trilliums — six— to 10—inch plants with fungicide in January and February.
mottled leaves, comes in red, yellow and occasionally white.
* White Spider Lily, Hymenocallis — blooms in July with
a white membranous flower.
f
;
Jim Browne, Director of Public Relations for the Memphis
\—_* Indian Pink Brush, Spigelia marilandica — upright tu Botanic Garden, writes the "Gardener‘s Checklist"for the Com—
bular dark red flowers with yellow on the inside of the flower. mercial Appeal‘s Home and Garden section. He co—hosts "In the
* Large—flowered Bellwort, Uvularia — quarter—sized Garden with Jim Browne and Vador Vance" on News Radio 600
flowers hang below the stems.
WREC from 8 to 10 am. His e—mail address at the Memphis
* Celandine Poppy, Stylophorum diphyllum, — wonderful Botanic Garden is jamerbro@memphis.magibox.net
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HONESTLY ETHEL by John D. Anderson
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Memphis Pride Award Ballot

each category. .
Ballots without signature information or where the signature information is illegible will not
be accepted. Remit completed form to Memphis Pride Inc., P.O. Box 111265, Memphls, TN
38111. DEADLINE IS APRIL 10, 2000.
Make a nomination of individual, organization or business as indicated for

Lifetime Achievement
Organization of the Year
Helping Hands Award — Individual
Helping Hands Award — Group
Female Role Model of the Year

Male Role Model of the Year
f
spiritual Leadership Award
(Can be group /individual/church) —
|
I Best Publication
I Entertainer of the Year .
I
I Best Dance Club
I
I Best Neighborhood Bar
I
Gay—Owned Business of the Year
I (non—bar)
I
I Gay—Supportive Business of the Year
I (non—gay owned)
I
I
MUST BE COMPLETED
I
:
Phone #:
I Submitted By:
(Print Your Name)
|
I
En

k
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How top wine companies rate on g/l/b/t issues

happy to answer our questions and both had some good
news to report. Canandaigua Brands Inc. did not have any—
cédnNTRIRUTIWNG wRITER
thing to say.
Good news
When people say they are investing a lot of money in
Based in St. Helena in California‘s wine country — the
wine, they probably either mean they have a rack in the
Napa Valley — Beringer dates back to 1876. It was founded
basement in which they keep some bottles of the best brands
as Beringer Vineyards in 1876, and holds the distinction of
and years — or they mean they are drinking too much.
For gay and lesbian investors of either kind, however, it being the valley‘s oldest continuously operating vineyard.
It went public in 1997.
is nice to know how supportive a company is of gays and
The company produces wines from six wineries and also
lesbians before putting down some money.
Among three top wine companies, Beringer Wine Es—
markets a selection of wines from Italy, France and Chile.
tates Holding Inc. and Robert Mondavi Corporation were
Its offerings range from $6 a bottle to more than $100. It
produces both red and white wines
sold under the Beringer, Chateau
Souverain, Chateau St. Jean, Me—
ridian Vineyards, Napa Ridge and
Stags‘ Leap brands.
Memphis Pride
Revenues from 1997 to 1998,
went up 18 percent, and the com—
pany sold more than 72 million
Annual Spring Picnic
bottles of premium wine in 1998.
Sales in 1998, totaled about $318
million. Texas Pacific Group, an in—
Saturday, April 15"
vestment firm, controls 52 percent
of the company. So does it have any
policies in place to support the gays
—
Noon until 2
and lesbians among its 700 or so
employees? The answer is yes.
While the company does not
\
Overton Park
have a gay and lesbian employee
group — it does not have any group
at all, according to spokesperson
@ the pavilion
Phyllis Turner — the company‘s
nondiscrimination and harassment
policies include sexual orientation.
(on the East Parkway side)
And even better still, it began of—
fering domestic partner benefits on
January 1, 1998, Turner said.
We will have hot dogs,
The company does not do diver—
sity
training of any kind. "My hu—
hamburgers, chips and
man resources person confirmed
MY GRIP PLASTER

soft drinks for sale.
Proceeds benefit Memphis Pride
Memphis Pride awards
will be presented!

absolutely, however, that if we do
institute diversity training it will,
like all of our other training, em—
phasize nondiscrimination on any
basis," she said. The company also
does not market specifically to
gays and lesbians, she said, be—
cause while they do some televi—

See Wine, page 56
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1528 MADISON
901—274—8272

IN THE HEART
OF MIDTOWN

ZOREAMZ

DONT MISS MAMA a‘s

M

22
#2

COOKING CLASS ON
MON., APRIL 3, AT 7 P.M.

|

m bs &
2 a pb 3
B3
s° B
s
& 82 &
5os
SE

JOIN US SATURDAY, APRIL 22%

BUCKS FOR ONE OF OUR WORTHIEST
ORGANIZATIONS. A NITE OF FUN AND

RICKY‘S

EASTER

CABARET

ILLUSION featuring our very own
QUEEN LORENZ POISON IVY
SHOW STARTS AT 8:30

—

with LORENZ‘ LADIES OF
ILLUSION and SPECIAL
MAIDTOWN®‘S
show hostess

BEST

RICKY
PLATE

LUNCHE/S

RICKY, GARRY & LONNIE
ony

$4*

INVITE YOU TO ENJOY A
served MON. — SAT.

11 am—2 pm

LITTLE TAX RELIEF ALL
YOUR CHOICE OF ENTREE & 2 VEGGIES
MONTH LONG. SAVE ON

BUCKETS 7 DAYS ... 5 For $5 DAILY 11

am — 7 pm

$15" Lonanecks every Fripay anp Saturbay au
mon‘tH Lona 9 pm Ti. MIDNIGHT
SHOWTIMES
HAPPY BIRTHDAY tHis montH
TO THE MULTITUDE OF BIRTHDAY
BOYS & GIRLS. BRING YOUR PROOF OF

omve ee 9 PM
SATURDAYS ............

9 PM

SUNDAYS

6 PM

BIRTH THIS MONTH AND RECEIVE A
FREE LUNCH ON THE HOUSE OR YOUR
CHOICE OF BEER ON US!

MONDAYS am...... 7 PM

HAPPY BIRTHDAY

MONDAY

featuring a bevy of beauties and the remarkable

JERRY LORENZ

APRIL 1T"

talents of HOLLY SOMMER & FRIENDS

—
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BY ERNEST A.
BONELSON i
CGUEST WRITHER
In 1986, I first sought treatment for
my problem with drugs and alcohol at
Veterans Administration Medical Cen—
ter, where I also had my first test for
the HIV virus. At that time the only
thing I knew about AIDS was that it
was a disease that was killing gay
white men in California and New York.
I thought nothing about the possibil—
ity that I could be infected because af—
ter all I was a heterosexual Black guy
that did not have sex with men. I fig—
ured I would take the test to find out if
I had a sexually—transmitted disease.
I remember that when the results
came back there was one guy who they
said had tested positive for HIV and it
was so devastating to him that he left
treatment that very day and we never
saw him again. I really didn‘t give that
episode any more thought after that,
until 12 years later; I find myself now
an HIV educator.
Today, as I try to carry the message
of prevention and education to the
community, I find that the most diffi—
cult task is getting my sisters and
brothers in the African American com—
munity to accept and understand the
seriousness of the disease. The statis—
tics show the numbers are rising
steadily in our community with the
largest increases among our young
African American teenagers and Af—
rican American women of childbear—
ing age. Our response to this deadly
disease is not matching the efforts in
the Caucasian American community
for various reasons. It is very disheart—
ening to realize that it may take whole
families being infected not just af—
fected by HIV / AIDS for our commu—
nity to act. I‘d hate for it to be my fam—
ily simply because of a lack of educa—
tion about how the virus is transmit—

ted and what can be done to prevent
contracting it.
The virus is transmitted primarily
through unprotected sex and
through sharing needles to inject
drugs and steroids (also through us—
ing unclean needles for body pierc—
ing and tattooing); it is relatively easy
to become infected with HIV. By sim—
ply taking certain precautions the
virus can be avoided, but the num—
bers suggest that these precautions
are not being used by a lot of Afri—
can—Americans; hence the rising rate
of infection in our community.
A recent Universal Press Syndicate
article suggests that African American
homophobia is the reason for the HIV/
AIDS increase in our community and
from what I have witnessed in my ef—
forts to educate the community this is
true up to a point. When we look at
the structure of most African Ameri—
can communities we see the church as
a gatekeeper. We are spiritual in cul—
ture and the church is the single most
influential organization in the commu—
nity. Take a look how the church has
responded to the HIV/AIDS crisis in
this community. Instead of being will—
ing to talk about the problem in an
honest, open—minded way, the church
has all but yelled, "shut up" about it.
Why? Who knows, but everybody
should care. When I think of all the
people who take their "cues" while
they pay their "dues" in church, I real—
ize that we would not see the rate of
increase in our community if the
church simply said you should be
tested for the virus regardless of age,
marital status, social economic status
or sexual orientation.
When we look at the stigma of ho—
mosexuality in the African American
community we see that it is a contrib—
uting factor for our reluctance to be
tested. When we look at our apathy
towards things that we think are "not
our problem," we see another contrib—

uting factor in our disregard for the
education about HIV/AIDS. Anal in—
tercourse, being the most efficient
mode of transmission for the virus, is
one of the ways it is contracted by Af—
rican—American men who have sex
with men but who are not gay—identi—
fied and still maintain heterosexual
relations, for example, men being in—
carcerated for any length of time. This
in itself is a contributing factor for the
rise of HIV among African American
women.
Some African—Americans feel that
they cannot fully trust the statistics
being reported by government agen—
cies in light of the recent government
admission to, and apology for the in—
famous Tuskegee syphilis tests begin—
ning in the late 1940s and continued
for a number of years. There are so
many other stigmas that prevent us
from doing the right thing and will
continue to provide barriers to educa—
tion and prevention efforts by health
care workers like myself.
Consequently, we continue to see
African American men, women and
children suffer the ravages of this dis—
ease while other African—Americans
continue to turn a blind eye and closed
mind to what‘s happening. If our re—
sponse would match or even emulate
Caucasian America‘s response to this
epidemic, then we could see a change
in the numbers. But alas, we will not
become active until there is a "flash
point" or some other trauma that sets
us to working towards the solution
with more efforts.
I will continue to do my work as
best I can, offering education and pre—
vention solutions to all who come be—
fore me. My prayer is for those who
are effected and affected by HIV /AIDS
in the world and hope that the cure will
soon appear.
(Editor‘s Note: Reprinted with Permis—
sion from Frontline, Friends for Life‘s
newsletter.)
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Ask the CIS

Smoking among cervical

* Screening: The most important step in preventing cer—
vical cancer is having regular pelvic exams and Pap tests.
Abnormal cells in and near the cervix can be found by a
Pap test and treated before cancer develops. All women
should have regular pelvic exams and Pap tests if they have
been sexually active or if they are age 18 or older.
Ask the CIS is distributed by the Mid—South Cancer Informa—
tion Service (CIS). The CIS is a program of the National Cancer
Institute. For more information, call the CIS toll—free at (800) 4—
CANCER between 9 a.m. and 4:30 p.m. local time.

* Sexual history: Women who began having sexual in—
tercourse before age 18 and women who have had many
sexual partners are at increased risk for cervical cancer.
Sexually transmitted viruses, such as the human
papillomavirus (HPV), may lead to
the development of cervical cancer.
However, most women who have
The hottest WOMENS dance party at the
HPV do not develop the disease.
* Smoking: Smoking increases the
Millennium March on
risk of cervical cancer. The risk appears
to increase with the number of ciga—
Washington
rettes smoked per day and the num—
ber of years a woman has smoked.
*e Weakened immune system:
Women with a weakened immune
system may be more likely to de—
Sunday, April 30, 2000
velop cervical cancer. This group in—
cludes women who have the human
605—12th Street, NW
immunodeficiency virus (HIV) and
organ transplant patients who are
5 p.m. — 2 a.m.
treated with drugs that weaken the
immune system.
* Diet: Several studies have sug—
gested that carotene and vitamins E and
Amay reduce the risk of cervical cancer.
* Level of knowledge: Being aware
of the risk factors for cervical cancer
may lead to lifestyle changes that can

CORRECTION
In the March issue of Fam—
ily & Friends, we incorrectly
listed David Hepburn as an
officer of the Memphis Gay
and Lesbian Community Cen—
ter. Jason Crockett is the
present secretary and Michael
Moore is the treasurer. We re—
gret the error and apologize
for any inconvenience this
may have caused.

The party starts when the March ends, with sexy
go—go dancers from SF, LA, NY, D.C., DJs from
across the country, giveaways and drink specials

In 1993, thousands of women danced and celebrated at the
Aftershock, Curve‘s party after the March on Washington. Those
who went home early missed out. Those who came called it "the
best dance party they had ever attended."
Don‘t miss out! Tickets on sale (800) 998—5565 and at local
Washington, D.C., bookstores. $10 in advance with this ad.
Aftershock is conveniently located at 605—12th Street (between "F"
& "G" St.), across the street from the "Metro Center" Metro Stop.

Curve

D a m r o n
Women‘s Traveller

y20ys19p

Answer: Cervical cancer is a disease of the lower part of
the uterus (womb). Many risk factors have been linked to
cervical cancer. Researchers believe that, in many cases, the
disease develops when two or more of these factors act to—
gether. They are:

protect you against the disease.

I|

Question: My friend died of cervical cancer. What are
the risk factors for this disease?

cancer risk factors

April 2000
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sion and radio
"our advertising is primarily
restricted
towineadvertising,
publications."
More
goodhis news
Robert
Mondavi,
now
in
80s, and his elder 1966.
son, R.It
MichaelMondavi,
founded
theirwinecompanyin
nowmakespremiumtableswine
in theItstop—sellingbrandisWoodbridgebyRobertMondavi.
U.S. and 90 other countries.thatareavailableforsale
Otherefforts
includeOpus
One,made
inpartnership
witha
the
French
Rothschild
family.
The
company
sellsabout
quarter
ofits sevenmillion cases per year in California.
Thecompanymadeitsinitialpublicofferingin1993,and
sold
additional
shares
in 1995.of theThevoting
Mondavipower
family,overhow—
ever,
maintains
92
percent
the
company
that
had
$325
million
in
sales
in
1998.
Memphis & TheanswersprovidedbyMondavispokespersonRegina
LutzmatchthoseprovidedbyBeringer‘sspokesperson.The
Mid—South
company‘spoliciesarepracticallyidentical.
Mondavioffers
domesticpartnerbenefitsandincludessexualorientationin
nondiscriminationpolicy.
They
offer
no formal diver—
g/l/b/t community their
sitytraining
ofanykind
to
their
1,100
employees.
Thereis isnonoformal
gay and
lesbian employee
groupkind,either.
"There
employment
group
of
any
for your support as we are not aware of an informal group," Lutz said. Asandfor
advertising,untilrecentlythecompanyhasdoneverylittle.
They
advertiseadvertising
in wine campaign.
magazines and are now develop—
we begin our 3rd
ing a larger
Is no news
goodandnews?
Brands
makes
distributes
more than—
year of publication. 130Canandaigua
brands
of
wine,
beer
and
other
alcoholic
products
meaning it is more thanjustEstablished
a wine company.
in 1945, its wine
brands,whichaccountfor45percent
of its sales,
includeItAlmaden,
Ingle—
nook
and
Cook‘s.
also
makes
the
country‘s
best—selling
dessert
wine,
RichardsWildIrishRose.Inaddition,
it sellsCorona,
the country‘s
No.other1 imported
beer,
among
things.
We
would
have
liked
totoward
know
the
company‘s
policies
R _., parselves
MMmmmmxmpMm |
to help establish Yuletide as the F

__.—Page56 — __

Thanks

office supply leader in the Mid—South.
Contact us about your office needs today.

letidei
/Y1245SycamoreView.

M51“
381,34
901—372—8588 « Fax 901 —388—0785

its gay and lesbian employees,
but no one would talk. The com—
pany does not have a public re—
lations department, so our re—
quest was routed to human re—
sources. The human resources di—
rector went on an out—of—the—
country trip several days after
repeated messages were left, but
none of the calls were returned.
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Shelf

A review of g/l/b/t literature

Contessa: An Unexpurgated and Intimate Autobiography of the Great Star
pointed reason ... At long last, you, my public, are going to
get the totality of the truth about me ... I can guarantee that
ROOK 2 ROOKLOvEeRrs‘ Apvevtures review
a lot of what you are about to read is definitely not pretty
and will shock you!" That certainly didn‘t sound frivolous
Upon first view, this 544—page quality paperback, by
so I decided to invest a few more minutes of my time on
Jack Fitzgerald, with its intriguing cover of a modern
Chapter One. I began reading. The book did have a decid—
Mona Lisa—type figure seems to be just one more tell—all
autobiography. After a moment‘s reflection, you realize edly fanciful tone and I caught myself laughing out loud.
All of a sudden I read: "That fall Mildred went into labor.
this is a put on — there is and never has been a great star by
Sure enough, the light at the end of the tunnel was an eight,
the name of Contessa.
You open the book and read the one—page preface. The ‘pound son, which was quickly, and with much public cer—
preliminary remarks seem decidedly campy until the end
emony, anointed Clyde. Thus, dear readers, please pay atten—
tion to the following: I was born. No, you did not misread. I,
which reads: "I admit the actuality of my birth has eluded
Contessa, was born a male by the name of Clyde Dillard!"
practically everyone, and I‘ve kept it that way for a very
Before I knew it, I couldn‘t put this book down. The more I
read, the more I realized the author had led us down a hu—
morous path in the first few pages of his book to hook our
attention so we would continue on. Immediately you begin a
Come see me in a different
safari into episode after episode of the vigor of bigotry, self—
righteousness
and hate in the United States.
light —
your FRIENDLIEST
The aforementioned Clyde Dillard is born in a small town
bartender in Memphis. My
in Arkansas where his dad is the area godfather — a bootleg—
ger, murderer and tyrant. To J. W. Dillard‘s dismay, his son
hours — well, you might want
considered himself an "it" in life — not a male and not a fe—
to call LORENZ at 274—
male — "an alien born into an alien world," In 1951, when
Clyde is 18, his father, rather than admit he sired an "it,"
8272, just to make sure —
opts to put Clyde into a mental institution and have him
lobotomized. Clyde manages to escape, goes to Mexico, later
you know how I am.
joins the U.S. Army, than on to a university and afterwards
in 1957, to Cuba, which at that time has the only recognized
clinic for sex changes. Clyde is transformed into a woman
P.S. Catch my
called Contessa and enters the nightclub circuit in Havana
Drag
as an entertainer prior to going to Paris. In Paris, erasing all
vestiges of her past, she becomes a famous international star.
PERFORMANCE
As adventurous and interesting as this book is in plot,
Saturday, April
its true richness is in the vignettes we share with Contessa
22, 2000
of the hate she has to endure to finally achieve any happi—
ness in life. At the end of the book, Contessa questions what
at 10 p.m
her life would have been like if she had not had the sex
BE THERE!
change, "Where would Clyde be today? What kind of life
would he have led? How happy would he have been?"
This book upon first view appears to be flighty and fan—
ciful, but it proves to be anything but. Contessa is out to
change the scope and attitudes of its readers. That it easily
does and in a very entertaining and enlightening manner.
R4 LORRAINE SHARKEY

Mae

1.

Amnesia

10.

Guipe

Pipeline

2866 Poplar Avenue

1382 Poplar Avenue

CLOSED FOR REMODELING

(901) 726—5263
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BARS
Amnesia
2866 Poplar Ave
(901) 454—1366
TEMPORARILY CLOSED
FOR REMODELING
Madison Flame
1588 Madison
(901) 278—9839
Mon.—Thur. 5 p.m. till 2 a.m.
Fri & Sat 5 p.m. till 3a.m.
Sun. 4 p.m. till 2 a.m.
Pipeline Memphis
1382 Poplar
(901) 726—5263
2 p.m.—3a.m., 7 days a week
Crossroads
1278 Jefferson
(901) 276—8078
Noon till 3 a.m.
7 days a week

Crossroads 2
111 North Claybrook
(901) 276—8078
One More
2117 Peabody
(901) 278—MORE
7 a.m. to 3 a.m. 7 days a week
N—Cognito
338 S. Front @ Vance
(901) 523—0599
Thur. & Fri. 10 p.m.—3:30 a.m.
Sat. 10 p.m.—5 a.m.
Sun. 4 p.m.—midnight

The Other Side Club
3883 Hwy 45 N
Jackson TN
(901) 668—3749
Sun. — Thur. 5 p.m. till mid—
night
Fri. 5 pm. till 3 a.m.
and Sat. 7 p.m. till 3 a. m.

The Jungle
1474 Madison
(901) 278—4313
3 p.m. till 3 a.m.
7 days a week.

J—Wag‘s
1268 Madison
(901) 725—1909
Open 24 hrs, 7 days a week

. Metro Memphis
~ 1349 Autumn Street
. Lorenz
11 a.m. till 3 a.m. 7 days a
1528 Madison
week.
(901) 274—8272
(901) 274—8010
Mon.—Sat. 11 a.m. till 3 a.m.,
Sun. 9:30 a.m. till 3 a.m.
Backstreet
2018 Court Street
(901) 276—5522
Mon., Wed., Thurs. & Sun.,
8 p.m. to 3 a.m.
Fri. & Sat., 8 p.m. to 6 a.m.

Cafe Cali
430 N. Cleveland @ Autumn
(901) 276—4604
Open 11 a.m. to 3 a.m., 7
days a week

2
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SOCIAL cLUORS

Tsarus Memphis
Levi—Leather club meets the 3rd
Saturday of every month, 10
p.m., at Pipeline, 1382 Poplar
Ave. Men only.
Memphis Area Gay Youth
(M.A.G.Y.)
P O Box 241852 Memphis TN
38124
(901) 335—6249
Website:
http:/ /
www.gaymemphis.com/magy
Peer support group for 13— to
21—year—olds dealing with gay
and gender issues.
Integrity Memphis
Meets at Calvary Episcopal
Church
102 North Second Street Mem—
phis, TN 38103
(901) 525—6602
Christian community and fel—
lowship for the lesbian & gay
community in the Episcopal
Church. Meets 3rd Tues of
Every Month at 6:30 p.m.
Cotton Pickin‘ Squares—Memphis
(901) 272—2116
MeetsThursdayNights, 7:30p.m. at
Prescott Memorial Baptist Church,
Walker&Mynders (NearUniversity
ofMemphis)
Square dancing social group.
Memphis Bears
P O Box 11094 Memphis TN
38111—1094
(901) 756—1073
Meets the 2nd Sat of every
month,10:00 p.m., at the Pipe—
line, 1382 Poplar Ave. Men only.
E—Mail: Fuzthing@aol.com
Parents Family and Friends of
Lesbians and Gays (PEL.A.G.)

April 2000

(901) 761—1444
Support meetings for parents,
family & friends
Webpage:
http:/ /
w ww.starbase21 .com /
pflagmemphis/
E—Mail:
amdrake@mem.po.com
U of M Students for Bisexual
Gay and Lesbian Awareness
(B.G.A.L.A.)
(901) 678—5719
Webpage:
http:/ /
www.people.memphis.edu/
~bgala/
BGALA is open to anyone includ—
ing students, faculty, staff of The
University of Memphis.
Black and White Men To—
gether Memphis, Inc. (BWMT)
P O Box 42157 Memphis, TN
38174—2157 * (901) 276—0168
A gay multicultural educa—
tional, social and political orga—
nization.
Bluff City Sports Association
P O Box 41803 Memphis, TN
38174—1803
(901) 682—9928
Organizes gay sports leagues in—
cluding softball and volleyball.
Tennessee Leather Tribe
Men and women welcome.
Meets every second Sunday at
10 p.m. at The Jungle, 1474
Madison Avenue.
Website:
http:/ /users.wspice.com /
~tec /tlt/tlt.html.
E—mail: tecg@wspice.com
Sunshine Travelers
Meets every other Tuesday at 7
p.m. at The Jungle, 1474 Madi—
son Ave.
(901) 488—4752
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Record your own personal ads
Listen to the other personal ads
Send messages to the guys you like
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Aries (March 21—April 20) — New ideas will make you
think twiceas you review and renew your life in your birth—
day season. Rams who are smart enough to start a new
project should be rewarded.
Taurus (Apnl 21—May 21)

—Your creative and artistic
talents will be supported this month. Yourroad to success
could be your roadway to success. Famecould be yours.
Sometimes all you have to do is just focus, focus, focus.
Gemini (May 22—June 21) — The focus is on contacts
with organizations and largegroups associated with your
career. Personal gains are yours if you mix business with
pleasure. And remember, spring is a time of new begin—
nings, so start a new project of affair.
f
Cancer (June 22—July 23) — Deserving Moonchildren
should be expecting to have their efforts rewarded during
this period. Your social side should be your focus during
April, and make sure to take time to stop and smell those
springtime flowers.
Leo (July 24—Aug. 23) — If you‘re involved in the travel
or export business, this should be a great time for you. In
addition, you may find yourself attracted to a person far
away. Just remember to keep a level head in business.
Virgo (Aug. 24—Sep. 23) — Highlights are on joint
financial matters this month. You could see your in—
come increase as the Full Moon in your sign brings
positive developments.
Libra (Sep. 24—Oct. 23) — You will be rewarded for your

—
;
:
%
‘.

Feiewps

patience with someone you care about. If you‘ve been con—
sidering a money—making idea, now is the time to put it
into action.
Scorpio (Oct. 24—Nov. 22)— Negotiating contracts with
partners or other relationships are the focus. Month‘s fo—
cus may be on your financial security. Someone close to
you may note a gain.
Sagittarius (Nov. 23—Dec. 21) — Activities involving so—
cial functions, speculation and romance are now on your
agenda. Some form of recognition is in your future.
Capricorn (Dec. 22—Jan. 20) — If you‘ve got the money,
go ahead with home improvements or real estate ventures.
Patterns in the stars should further opportunities for finan—
cial gain. And, as always, make someone feel special this
month, it could be returned.
Aquarius (Jan. 21—Feb. 19) — New connections will open
many doors of opportunity. Ideas are worth more when
put into practice. Month may bring recognition for those
who are ready and romance for those who are single and
ready to settle down.
Pisces (Feb. 20—March 20) — With the sun moving into
your money sector, you should find new ways to show—off
your abilities and talents. Creative projects are highlighted.
Meeting people becomes easier.
Editor‘s Note: Horoscopes are meantfor entertainment
purposes only and are for the month ofApril.

— Tony Bennett, after a smooch
from MusiCares Person of the Year
Elton John, as quoted in the New
York Daily News, Feb. 23, 2000.
Bennett is scheduled to perform at
Grand Casino Tunica on May 12.
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the first time | was kissed
on the lips by a man, and | must
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Joseph

S.

Ozment —

Attorney at Law
369 North Main Street

Second Street

Main Street

N. Front Street

ATHE PYRAMID

Memphis, Tennessee 38103

Overton

369

(901) 525—HELP (4357)
e—mail — thoz@aol.com

Criminal Defense
State and Federal Court
Drug Possession—DUI—Driving On Revoked License —
Domestic Violence, All Felonies and Misdemeanors

Other Areas of Practice Include:
Divorce, Child Custody and Visitation, Bankruptcy, Personal
Injury, Auto Accidents and Social Security Disability
Payment Plans Available in Most Cases
Visa, MasterCard, Discover and American Express Accepted
Not Certified As A Civil Trial, Criminal Trial or Consumer Bankruptcy Specialist By
the Tennessee Commission On Continuing Legal Education and Specialization
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